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1. INTRODUCTION 

1,1 This matter concerns an appeel by Mr. Alberto Blanco (the "Appellant") fiom the 

Award of the Panel issued pursuant to the rules of the American Arbitration 

Associetion (the "AAA") on 14 July 2010, sanctioning the Appellant with a two-

year period of ineligibility for a doping vlolation. Mi: Blanco argues thet he 

should be exonerated on the grounds that the test results showing the presence of a 

prohibited cxogcnous substance in his urine Samples are unreliable. This 

unreliability arises from the faot that no negative conttols wete run by the 

laboratory during the analyses of his A and B Samples, and the alleged lack of 

robustness and reproducibility with regard to the test results. 

2. THEPARTIES 

2.1 The Appellant, Mr. Alberto Blanco, is an amateur cyclist and a member of USA 

Cycling. 

2.2 The Respondent, the United States Anti-Doplng Agency ("USADA"). is the 

independent anti-doping agency for Olympic Sports in the United States of 

America and is responsible for conducting drug testing and adjudicating positive 

test lesults pursuant to the USADA Protocol for Olympic Movement Testing 

C'USADA Protocol"). 

3. BACKGROUND FACTS 

3,1 The relevant background facts are undisputed. Mr. Blanco was born in Cuba on 7 

March 1981. He started his cycling career in Cuba, competing in three National 

Championships in the period 1995-1999, eaming a silver medal In the team 

pursuit BS well as a fouith place fmish in the road race. In 2000, Mr. Blanco 

moved to the United States, He began cycling in the United States in 2004 as a 
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Category 5 participant (beginner racing events), hut quickly clitnbcd the rankings 

and eamcd a Categoiy 2 license by the end of 2004. 

3.2 ïn 2005, Mr. Blanco joined the Mike Fraysse, ACT/UMPC team. He finished in 

the top ten in eight races in that year, winning the New Jersey State Criterium 

Championship, the New Jersey State Road Race Championship, and the Sussex 

Criterium. By the summer of 2005, Mr. Blanco was competing in Professional 

Category 1 races. Mr. Blanco joined the GS Megoni team for the 2006 and 2007 

seasons. During thls period, Mr. Blanco finished in the top ten in twelve races, 

winning the Premier Circuit Bank Race in 2006, In 2007, Mi. Blanco took time 

off from cycling to care for his newbom daughter. In 2008, hc rctumcd to 

cycling, competing in two events during that season, He finished second in the 

Floyd Bcnet Field event which took place in New York in April 2008. The 

second event was the Tour of the South China Sea in December 2008, duting 

which the Samples at issue in the present dispute were collected. Prior to tbis 

latter competition. Mr, Blanco was never drug tested. 

3.3 The Tour of the South China Sea Competition consisted of eight stages and took 

place over a week-long period, fiom 14 December 2008 throügh 21 December 

2008. After the second stage of the competition, which took place on 15 

December 2008 in the city of Shenzhen in China, Mr. Blanco provided the 

Samples that are the subject matter of this dispute. The Samples were sent to the 

National Anti-Doping Laboratory in Beying^ China (the "Beijing Laboratory"), 

where they arrived on 22 December 2008. The Beijing Laboratory is accredited 

by the World Anti-Doping Agenoy ("WADA"). 

3.4 The Beijing Laboratory tested Mr, Blanco's A Sample between 22 December 

2008 and 29 December 2008, At this point in time, Version 5.0 of the WADA 

Intcmational Standard for Laboratories (the "ISL") was in force, Under Version 

5.0, the same analyst was not permitted to pcrform the analysis on both an 

ethlete's A and B Samples. Dr. Wang Zhanliang, Assistant Chemist at the Beijing 
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Laborfttory, was the Operator for the A Sample, and Dr. Wang Jigzhw, Senior 

Chemist, was the Examincr. The Operator performs the sample analysis, 

includlng chemical preparation, and vw'ites the report containing the results of the 

sample. The Examiner's role is to ensure that the Operator Mows the 

laboratory's Standard Operating Procedures ("SOPs'*). The Beijing Laboratoiy 

uses the Isotope Ratio Mass Specttometry ("IRMS") method to test for prohibited 

substances in an athlete's urine sample. 

3.5 The Beijing Laboratory first screened Mr. Blanco's Sample using the Ges 

Chiomatography/Mass Selective Detector C'QC/MSD") procedure. WADA 

Tcchnical Document 2004EAAS requires that an IRMS analysis is performed on 

an athlete's sample only when the scieenbg process reflccts the presetice of the 

steroid DHEA In the urine at a concentmtion greater than 100 rig/ml, The DHEA 

concentration measured in Mr. Blanco's A Sample was 393 ng/ml which, when 

cotrected for the dilution of the Sample, equals a concentration of approximatcly 

800 ng/ral. Similarly, the WADA Technical Documwit requires IRMS screcning 

when the concentration of Eüocholanolone ("Etio") is greater than 10,000 ng^il. 

The measured value of Etio in Mr. Blanco's A Sample was 19,700 ng/ml which, 

when corrcctcd for dilution, equals a concentration of 39,000 ng/ml. Both Parties 

agrec that these values are unusually high. The Beijing Laboratory procceded to 

run an IRMS analysis on Mr. Blanco's A Sample. 

3.6 Athletes can dope with testostcrpne or its ptecwsors (e.g. DHEA), which are 

metabolized in the body into testosterone, all of which are prohibited under the 

WADA and Union Cyclistc International ("UCl") rules. IRMS identifies the 

presence of exogenous testosterone or its precursors by comparing the carbon-13 

to carbon-12 ratio of testosterone metabolites to the carbon-13 to carbon-12 ratio 

of an endogenous reference compound ("ERC'*) that would not be offectcd by 

testosterone administration, TTie method is based on the fact that there are two 

groups of plants whidi contain either more or less carbon-13 as a fixcd carbon 
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dioxide from the atmosphere. Usuelly, the different compounds in a person's 

body have roughly the same carbon-13 content, established by diet and 

metabolism. However, when a penon exogenously administers testosterone or its 

precursors, the carbon composition of the testosterone metabolites differs 

raarkedly from the carbon composition of the rest of the body. 

3.7 lOC-acoredited laboratories began using the IRMS method to test for exogenously 

administered testosterone and its precursors in the late 1990s. Compounds aie 

extracted from the athlete's urine sample and separated by a gas chtomatogr^ 

("0C")> Haoh separated compound is then bumt in a combustion fomace at a high 

temperature, The compound is completely combusted, and each carbon atom In 

the compound is convertcd to carbon dioxide ("C02"). The C02 then enters the 

IRMS instrument. The mass spectrometer measui^s only three masses: 44, 45 

and 46. From the three signals, the instrument calculates the 8 carbon-13 (delta) 

value, which refleots the cerbon-13 to carbon-12 ratio within the molecule. The 

delta value repiesents the difference between the carbon-13 to carbon-12 ratio of 

the sample and that of an ERC such as pregnanediol, pregnanetiiol, cholesterol, 

11-hydroxyandrosteione or ll-ketoetiocholanolone, all of which have a delta value 

of zero. For example, if a compound contains 21 parts per thouaand less carbon-

13 than 11-hydroxyandrosterone, then its delta value is -21 per mil, 

3.8 The body naturally metabolizes cholesterol into testosterone via many successive 

steps and intermediate sterolds. In addition to this metabolic pathway, there are 

other pathways branching out from cholesterol to other steroids, some of which 

aie not hvolved Jn testosterone metabolism. The body also naturally converts 

testosterone to by-produots or "metabolites" with the same carbon ftamework, but 

with differences in the number of oxygen and hydrogen atoms in their 

aiiangement. In a drug-free person, natural testosterone might have a delta value 

of-21 per mil, and the delta value of the natural testosterone metabolites will not 

be significantly different, since the carbon framework lemains the same. 
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3.9 Pharmaceutical testosteronc contains even less carbon-13 than naturel 

testosterone. When an athlete dopes with phaimaceutical testosteronc that has a 

delta value of -34 per mil, its carbon fiamework remains the same as it is 

metabolizcd, and the metaboUtes will also have a delta value of-34. In real cases, 

B metabolite in an athlete's urJne sample might be a mixture of natural and 

phaimaceutical matetial; therefore its overall delta value might be somewhere 

between -21 pei' mil and -34 per mü. 

3.10 In contrastj the delta values of testosteronc precursors, or of endogenous steroids 

not involved in testosterone metabolism, remain unchanged when an athlete 

ingests exogenous testosterone; therefore they can be used as ERCs. 

3.11 The Beijing Laboratory measured the carbon-13 to carbon-12 ratio of two 

metabolites of testosterone in Mr. Blanco's urine Sample: Etio and Androstcrone 

("Aftdro"). TTie ERC used was ll-hydroxyandrostcrone ("11 OH"). The 

difference between the delta value of the metabolite and the delta value of the 

ERC is callcd the delta/delta value. 

3.12 WADA Technical Document 2004EAAS provides that an Advcrse Analytical 

Finding ("AAF") should be leported when the IRMS analysis demonstrates that 

any testosteronc metabolite has a delta value more negative than -28 per mil or 

when the difference between the deha value of the metabolite and the delta value 

of the ERC is greater than 3 delta units. The BeÜIng Laboratory's protocol is 

more geneious to the athlete and states that test results are positive if the 

delta/delta value is greater thsn 4 delta units. Mr. Blanco's A Sample Andro and 

Etio delta values werc both -32 per mil, and the difference between both 

metabolites' delta values and the ERCs delta value was 10.1. Again, both Parties 

agree that these values are unusually high. 

3.13 On 14 January 2009, USADA notifled Mi'. Blanco that the Beijing Laboratory had 

reported the presence of exogenous testosterone in his A Sample. In response, 

Mr. Blanco informed USADA that he wanted his B Sample to be opened and 
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analyzed as soon as possible. The suspension of Mr. Blanco Irom competition 

took effect as of 16 January 2009. The Beijing Laboratory tested the B Sample 

betwecn 12 February 2009 and 16 February 2009, using the same procedure that it 

had used for the A Sample. This time, Dr, Wang Jigzhu was the Operator, and 

Dr, "Wang Zhanliang was the Examiner. On 1 January 2009, Version 6.0 of the 

ISL had entered into force. Version 6.0 did not prohibit the same analyst fiom 

performing the analysis on an athlete's A and B Samples. 

3.14 In summary, Mi'. Blanco' s IRMS tests showcd the following; 

Kespondent's 
Samples 

A Sample 

B Sample 

Andro 

-32 

-33 

Etio 

-32 

•33.9 

IIOH 

-21.9 

-21.3 

11 OH-Andro 

-10.1 

-n.7 

IIOH-Etio 

-10,1 

-12.6 

3.15 On 23 Februery 2009. USADA notified I ^ . Blanco that his B Sample had also 

tested positive for the presence of exogenous testosterone. In April 2009, 

pursuant to the USADA Protocol for Olympic Movement Testing (the "USADA 

ProtOCOI")j Mr. Blanco's case was forwarded to a Panel of the Anti-Doping 

Review Board by USADA for its consideration and reconunendation as to 

whether there was sufficiënt evidence of doping to proceed to a hearing. 

3.16 On 1 May 2009, USADA informcd Mr. Blanco that the Panel of the Review 

Board assigned to his case had determined that there was sufficiënt evidence of a 

doping vlolation and recommended that the adjudication process proceed pursuant 

to die USADA Protocol and the UCI Anti-Doping Rnles. USADA charged Mr. 

Blanco with an anti-doping rule violation for the presence and / or use of an 

exogenous anabolic agent pursuant to Articles 2.1 and 2.2 of the World Anti-
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Doping Code (the "WADA Code"). USADA proposed a sanction of two years 

ineligibility from the date of acceptancc, Icss any period of provisional 

suspension. Mr. Blanco exercised his right to contest the sanction proposed by 

USADA and lequested a hearing before a panel of AAA arbitrators pursuant to 

the USADA Protocol. 

3.17 During the course of the proceedings before the AAA Panel, the Parties entered 

into the foUowing stipulatlon: 

STIPULATÏON OF UNCONTESTED FACTS AND ISSUES BETWEEN THE 
UNITED STATES ANTI-DOPING AGENfCY AND ALBERTO BLANCO 

The United States Anti-Doping Agency ("USADA") and Mr. Alberto Blanco 
stipulate and agree to, for plitposes of all proceedings involving Union Cydiste 
Inteitiational ("UCI") urine specimen number 961772, the following; 

1. That the USADA Protocol for Olympic and Parelyinpic Movement Testing 

("Protocol") govems the hearing for an alleged doping offence involving UCI 

specimen number 961772; 

2. That the mandatory provisions of the World Anti-Doping Code ("Code") 

including, but not limited to, the dcfinitions of doping, burdens of proof, 

Classes of Prohibited Substances and Prohibited Methods, and sanctlons, and 

containcd in the Protocol at Annex A, the WADA International Standard for 

Tcsting ("IST"). the WADA International Standard for Laboratories ("ISL"). 

and the UCI Anti-Doping Rules are appllcable to this hearing for the alleged 

doping offence involving UCI specimen number 961772; 

3. Although the Paities agree that the rules described in Paragraphs 1 and 2 

above apply to thls hearing for the alleged doping offence involving UCI 

specimen number 961772, the Parties do not agree as to which versions, the 

2008 or 2009, govcm this hearing, or how the doctrine of lex mitior may 

apply; 
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4. TTiat Mr. Blanco gave the urine sample designated as UCI specimen number 

961772 at Üie Tour of the Soüth China Sea on December 15,2008; 

5. Mr. Blanco will not concede thai article 9.3.1 of the 2008IST, which provides 

that "the ADO shall authorize a transport system that ensures Sample and 

documentation will be tiansported in a manner that protects their integrity, 

identity and security" was foUowcd inasmuch as Mr. Blanco bas not seen 

documentation lelated to chain of custody from the time UCI specimen 

number 961772 was coUcctcd and proccsscd to receipt of the sample by the 

World Anti-Doping Agency accredited laboratory at the China Anti-Doping 

Center in Beijing, China (the "China Laboratory"); 

6. However, with the exception of the claimed IST vlolation desoribed in 

Paiagraph 5 abovc, Mr. Blanco does not contest that the laboratory results 

with respect to any claim of irregularities in any aspect of the sample 

collcction and processing for the A and B bottles of UCI specimen number 

961772. He may offer testimony related to ailcged itrcgularities in sample 

collection in sample coUection and processing for the A and B bottles of UCI 

specimen number 961772, however, it is stipulatcd by this document that any 

posslble irregularity did not cause the Adverse Analytical FInding; 

7. That the China Laboratory's chain of custody for UCI specimen number 

961772 was conducted appropriately and without eiror; 

8. That Mr. Blanco does not contest that the China Laboratory, througb accepted 

scientific procedures and witiiout error, dctermined the sample posltive for the 

finding of exogenous (i.c,, synthetic or non—natural) testosterone using the 

IRMS mcthod in both the A and B bottles of UCI specimen number 961772, 

except as follows; 
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i. Mr, Blanco contends that the China Laboratory violated wticle 5,2,4,3.2.2 

of the 2008 ISL in that he contends that the same laboratory analyst 

perfoi-med parts of both the A and B analytical procedure duiing Tfvhich the 

Sample or Aliquot was open end accessible; 

li. Mr. Blanco contends that the China Laboratory violated article 5.2.4.3.2.3 

and 5.2.6.1 of the 2008 ISL in that he contends that the results of the A 

and B analyses exceed the acceptable measure of uncertainty; 

With respect to the ISL challenges, the Pai-Ües have not reachcd agicement on 

which version of the ISL applies; 

9. That the Parties agree that the period of ineligibility will be a maximum of two 

(2) yeara beginning on the date of the hearing panel's decision with credit 

being given for the time Mi*. Blanco has served a provisional suspension 

beginning on Janyary 16,2009, untll the date of Öie hearing panel's decision 

so long as Mr, Blanco does not compete during any period of any provisional 

suspension, 

10. That Mr, Blanco does not contend that thei-e are any exceptional 

circumstances under the applicable rules present in this case; 

11. The above stipulations do not apply to an appeal by WADA or UCI of the 

üml decision reached by the Panel in these proceedings, 

3,18 The Parties engaged in a lengthy discovery dispute before the AAA Panel. Mr. 

Blanco rcquested a number of documents from USADA, including the Beijing 

Laboratory'a SOPs for the inteipretation of IRMS data. USADA argued Üiat 

WADA Teohnical Document TD2009LDOC precluded the production of a 

laboratory's SOPs. The AAA Panel held that this argument was no longer legelly 

viable. given the CAS decision in Vadim Devyatovskiy and Ivan Tsikham v IOC, 

CAS/2009/A/I752and CAS/2009/1753 (10 June 102010) (the "D&TCase"). 

10 
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3.19 USADA pkdged to work with Mr. Blanco to resolvc any outstanding issues 

related to discovery, By 9 December 2009, the Beijing Laboratory had agreed to 

release the SOPs, and the Respondent and the Panel executcd a "SOP 

Confidentiality Agreement." However, the AAA Panel in its Award expressed 

"some doubt that the Beijing Laboratory produced its entire requested SOPs" and 

noted its discomfort that "an accredited anti-doping laboratoiy would wltbhold 

production of documents that werc subject to a confidentiality order and othcrwise 

agi'eed to for production in an arbitration proceedjng." However, the Panel 

concludcd that the failure to produce the missing SOPs "did not affect the 

outcome of this proceeding." 

3.20 Following a hearing on the merits in May 2010, the AAA Panel, rendered its 

Award on 14 July 2010. The Panel found that USADA had sustained its burden 

of proof in establishing that Mr. Blanco had committed a doping offence, 

rejccting each of the gi'ounds advanced by Mr. Blanco ui suppott of his attempts 

to rebut the charges. As a rcsult, the Panel held that Mr. Blanco would bc 

ineligible to compete for a period of two years, running öom 15 December 2008 

thiough 14 December 2010. 

3.21 The Panel held that the Samc Analyst Prohibition contained in Veision 5.0 of the 

ISL was not present in Version 6.0, which entered into force on 1 January 2009, 

As the ÏSL Preamble and the WADA Code both provide that the application of 

Version 6.0 is mandatory as of its effeotive date, and the analysis of Mr. Blanco's 

B Sample took place ofter that date, the fact that the samc two chemists analyzed 

MI. Blanco's A and B Samples (albeit in different roles) did not violate the ISL. 

The Panel concluded on this issue that: 

8.3 [M .] It would be untenable and impractical to have in place a rule 

that interpreted the mandatory provisions of the ISL as requiring a 

lab techniclan in a series of A end B Samples spanning two 

different verslons of Ihe ISL to be Imowledgeable of and apply 

11 
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two difietent ISLs that might be in place for both patts of the 

testing, 01' to detemiine which of fhe two might apply or how to 

meige the two standards. As a result, the Panel is of the view that 

the only inteipretation of the plain reading of the ISL 6.0 version 

is that it applies to tests that were administered on or after January 

1, 2009, inespective of when the A samples might have been 

tested. 

3.22 Mr. filanco hos not pui'sued this defense on appeal. 

3.23 The Panel also rejected Mr, Blanco's arguments thet the Etio results of the A 

Sample and the B Sample were ynreliable and violated ISL 5.2.4.3,2,3 because 

they feil outside of the "measurement of uncertainty." The Panel agreed with 

USADA that only one of the following four criteria have to be satisfied for an 

athlete's sample to be found positive for the presence of exogenous testosterone: 

1. Was the 11 OH-Andro difference groater than 3 delta units? 

2. Was the llOH-Etio difference greaterthan 3 delta units? 

3. Was the delta value of Andro by itself below -28 units? 

4. Was the delta value of Etio by itself below -28 units? 

3.24 The answer to each of the questions for both Mr, Blanco's A and B Samples was 

clearly yes. As Mr, Blanco had not efgued that the Andro results feil outside of 

the measurement of uncertainty, there appeared to be agrcement that a positive 

answer was required to at least two of the questions. Further, because testosterone 

is a Non-Thrcshold Substance (i.c. its mere presence is sufficiënt to found a 

doping violation, at any concentration)^ there is no requirement that the results for 

the A and B Samples satisfy a measurement of uncertainty. Finally, based on the 

Beijing Labotatory's Standard deviation for the measurement of a single delta 

value of C25 hydrocarbon, the individual measurements for Etio and Andro in 

Mr. Blanco'5 Samples weie in fact within the appropriate measurement of 

12 
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unceilQinty. The Panel also found that the Beijing Laboratory had providcd 

sufficiënt information to permit interpretation of the resulta for the A and B 

Samples. There was no violation of the International Standard for Laboratories 

("ISL^O-

3.25 Finaily, the Panel held that it had no jurisdiction to decide on the signïficance of 

the fact that negative conti-ols wcre not run by the laboratoty during the analysis 

of Mr. Blanco's A and B Samples. In the Panel's view, Paragraph 8 of the Parties' 

Stipulation limtted Mr. Blanco's grounds for challenging the test results to the 

same analy$t and measuiement of uncertainty arguments. Mr. Blanco was thus 

precluded &om raisbg any ether issues wlth regard to the positive test results. 

3.26 In making this fmdlngj the Panel referred to the benefits associated wiöi 

stipulations such as the one entered into by the Parties, including expedition of the 

hearüig process^ shortened presentation of evidence and control over costs. 

Without such stipulations "there could bc countless houi-s wasted ... where parties 

must prove facts or legal clements not reaUy in dispute." Further, as a matter of 

basic prJnciple, arbïtrators cannot deviate from jointly stipulated facts and issues 

because their jurisdiction arises irom the parties' agreement on the scope of the 

arbitration. Mr. Blanco was not compelled to enter into a Stipulation, and his 

counsel admitted that a mistake had been made in agreeing to the Stipulation 

before discovery was completed. Documents that were produced by USADA 

demonstrated that negative controls had not been run; indeed neithcr USADA nor 

the Beijing Laboratory had made any efforts to conceal this fact. The Panel 

conciuded that; 

8.23 Hie Panel recognizcs the value of stipulations and absent 

manifest injustice (which is not present given the lack of 

concealment and the other scientific evidence available in this 

case confimiing the presence of a prohibited substance) will not 

disturb the parties' Stipulation, Having said this, the Panel wishes 

13 
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to note that it is troubled by the lack of negative quality controls 

beïng run, especiaHy in light of the testimony ftom USADA's 

^pert, Df. Bowers, that he could not recall a case that was upheld 

where negative quality controls had not been run, the ISL 

provision that seemïngly requires negative quality controls, and 

Prof. Schflnzer's testimony in the D&T Case that negative quality 

controls are "orucial beoause if they are conducted properly, this 

avoids the risk of a 'false positive.' The Panel recognizes that the 

failutc to run negative quality controls are not issues of USADA's 

do ing, but go directly to issues wlth the procedures of the Beijing 

Laboratory. 

4. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND OF THESE PROCEEDINGS 
4.1 On 30 July 2010, the Appellant filed a Statement of Appeal with the Court of 

Aibitration for Sport ("CAS"), appointing Mr. John A. Faylor as an arbitrator. 

The Appellant challenged the decision of the AAA Panel and submitted the 

following request for relief: 

Mr. Blanco hcreby respectfiilly requests CAS to rule: 

1. The Appeal of Mr, Blanco is admissible; 

2. Dismiss the charge filed against Mr, Blanco and declare the lab 
results unreliable; 

3. Award costs to Mr. Blanco, 

4.2 On 6 August 2010, CAS acknowledged receipt of the Statement of Appeal and 

communicated a copy to USADA, the Respondent. The Respondent was 

requested to nominate an arbitratoi' within ten days of receipt of the letter. 

14 
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4.3 Oh 11 August 2010, the Appellant filcd his Appcal Brief, 

4.4 On 20 August 2010, USADA nominated Mr. David W, Rivkin as m arbitrator. 

4.5 On 7 September 2010, USADA exercised the option available to it under Article 

R55 of the Code of Sports-Related Arbitration (the "CAS Code"), pursuant to 

which "the Respondent raay request that the time limit for the filing of the answer 

be fixcd after the payment by the Appellant of the advance of costs in accordance 

with Art. R64.2 of this Code," USADA therefore asked that CAS fix tiie time for 

it to file its Answer at a time no earlier than 22 September 2010. 

4.6 On 8 September 2010, CAS acknowledged receipt of the Respondent's 

correspondence, communicated a copy to the Appellant, and extended the time 

limit for filing the Respondenfs answer until after the payment of the advance on 

costs, 

4.7 On 14 September 2010, the Appellant ohallcnged CAS's determlnation that the 

Parties must pay the costs of the arbitration on the grounds that (i) Mr. Blanco's 

appeal was directcd against a decision rendered by a natlonal federatlon acting by 

delegation of powcrs from an international federatlon, and therefore the 

proceedings should be fïec pursuant to Articles R65.1 and R65.2 of the CAS 

Code; or (ii) CAS should waivc Mr, Blanco's arbitration costs because of his 

financial inability to pay them and beoause of "exceptional oircumstances" at the 

first hearing. 

4.8 On 14 September 2010, CAS acknowledged receipt of the Appellant's 

correspondence and communicated a copy to the Respondent. CAS informed the 

Parties that (i) pursuant to Article R65.1 of the CAS Code, as USADA was acting 

by delegation of powers of an international federation, the proceedings would be 

ftee of charge (apart from the CAS Court Office fee of 500 Swiss Francs paid by 

the Appellant); and (ii) pursuant to Article R55 of the CAS Code, the Respondent 

should submit its Answer within twenty days of receipt of CAS's letter. 
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4.9 Subsequently, CAS appointcd J/fr. Hcnri Alvarez as the President of the Panel in 

this matter. 

4.10 On 28 September 2010, CAS advised the Parties of the appointment of the 

President and the constitution of the Panel, CAS also infotmcd the Parties that the 

File had been transfcrred to the Panel pursuant to Aiticle R59 of the CAS Code, 

4.11 On 1 October 2010, USADA submitted its Answer, with the following request for 

relief: 

Based on the foregoing, as well as the record below and the evidence 

submitted in these proceedings, USADA lespeotfully tequests Üiat 

Mr. Blanco's appeal be denied. 

4.12 Moreover, the Respondent considered that "an award of costs is appropriate." 

4.13 Two preliminary issues arose from the Appellant's Appeal Brief and the 

Rcspondent's Answer; the continucd validity of the Stipulation aad the 

Appellant's discovery requests. Given the importance of those issues to the 

dispute, they are dealt with separately below. 

4.14 On 12 October 2010, the Appellant informed CAS that it would request a hearing 

to be held in Chicago, Illinois. 

4.15 On 13 October 2010, the Respondent informed CAS that it would request that the 

case be resolved on the briefs and the record in the case below, However, the 

Respondent also noted that such an approach would lequire either a narrowing of 

the issues, or the submiasion of additional evidence on issues that were notraised 

during the AAA hearing. 

4.16 On 29 October 2010, following a request for reply briefs firom the Appellant, the 

Panel acceptcd such request and fixed the procedural calendar for the rcraaining 

written submissions, and a meeting of the Parties' experts in order to identij^ the 
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areas in respect of which they agreed and disagreed. The Partics werc also 

lequifed to submit a joint report, prepared by their respective experts, to the Panel, 

4.17 On 15 November 2010, the Appellant filed his reply brief. 

4.18 Following the Parties' agreement on extendJng the Respondent's deadline to 

submit its reply brief, USADA filed its response to the Appellant's reply biief on 

8 December 2010. 

4.19 Also on 8 December 2010, the Panel issued a general procedmal order that was 

agreed and signed by the Paities, with copics retumcd to CAS. 

4.20 On 1 January 2011, the Parties flled a joint expert summary regardbg the areas of 

agreement of the experts with respect to the science in the present procedure. The 

swmmary provided that: 

1, We agree that the Beijing Laboratory did not rim a negative 
control sample in either the A or the B confirmation. We 
disagree on the weight of that omission "vnüi regard to the 
reliability of resulta. 

2, The Westgatd rules were brought up for the very narrow 
purpose of giving an example where a difference between two 
samples run consecutively could be a$ large as four Standard 
deviations and still be acceptable as an element in that control 
scheme. We agree that other than a$ (hi$ Ümlted example, the 
Westgard rules are not applicable to this case. 

3, If we assume th at the data reported by the Beijing laboratoiy is 
reliable, we agree that the results would be the result of a 
doping violation. We have disagrcements as to the reliability 
oftheresuhs. 

4.21 A hearing was held on 24 and 25 January 2011 in New York, USA. All the 

members of the Panel were present. The paiHes did not raise any objection as to 

the constitution and composition of the Panel. 

4.22 Mr. Blanco and his counsel. Mr. Michael Straubel, attomey-at-law at Valparaiso 

Sports Law Clinic, assisted by Mr. Joe D'Onoftio, Mr. Adam Miller, Mr. Chris 
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Nunley, and Mr. George Catanzarite, all of Valparfliso University Sports Law 

Cllnlc, attended the hearing on behalf of the Appellant. 

4.23 Mr. Stephen Starks, attomey-at-Iaw at USADA, and Mr. Richard Young, 

attomey-at-law of Holme, Roberts & Owen LLP, attended the hearing on bchaif 

of the Respondent. Mr. Starks and Mr. Young were assisted by Ms. Jenny Van 

and an intcrprcter during the testimony of Dr. Wang Jingzhu. 

4.24 The Panel heard evidcnce fiom the following wltnesses: 

hdr. Paul Scott; 

Dr. David Black; 

Dr. Linda Colllns; 

Dr. Wang Jingzhu; 

Dr. LarryBowers. 

4.25 Dr David Black, Dr Linda Collins and Dr Wang Jingzhu were heard via 

teleconference, with the agrccment of tiie Panel and pursuant to Article R44.2114 

of Üie CAS Code. Mr. Scott and Dr. Bowers testified in person. 

4.26 Each witness was invited by the President of the Panel to teil the tmth subject to 

the consequences provided by the law. Each witness was examined and oross-

examined by the Farties and questioned by the Panel. 

4.27 The Panel heatd the detailed submissions of the Parties. After the Partles' final 

arguments, the hearing was closed and the Panel announced that lts award would 

bc rendered In due course. At the conclusion of the hearing, all Partles accepted 

that Iheir righte before the Panel had been fijlly respected. The Panel reserved its 

award, which takea account of all the arguments and materlal admittcd before it 

Including, but not restricted to, those summarized bclow. 
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5. PRELIMINARY ISSUES 

5.1 Rulc 44.3 of the CAS Code relates to the production of documcnts and providcs; 

A party may request the Panel to order the other patty to produce 

docüments in its custody or under its control. The party secking 

such production shall demonstrate that the docüments are likely to 

exist and to be relevant. If it deerns it appropriatc to supplement 

the presentations of the partlcs, the Panel may at any time order 

the production of additional documcnts or the examination of 

witnesses, appoint and hear experts, and proceed vfith any other 

procedural act. The Panel may order the pattics to contribute to 

any additional costs relatcd to the hearing of witnesses and 

experts. 

The Panel shall consult the parties with respect to the appointment 

and terms of reference of such espert, The expert appointed by the 

Panel shall be and remain independent of the parties and shall 

immcdiately disclose any circumstances likely to affect his 

independence with respect to any of fte parties. 

5.2 The Appellant, in his Appeal Brief, requestcd two catcgoiies of discovery. TTie 

first consisted of "discovery requests to which USADA has previously responded 

inadequately"! 

1. The Appellant requests production of the Beijing Laboratoiy's 

measure of uncertainty for IRMS testing, speclfically the Lab's 

method of calculating the delta and delta/delta values. 

2, The Appellant requests the linearity runs of the IRMS Instruments 

used to test the Appellant's sample. 
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3. The Appellant requests production of the Beijing Lab's validation 

ofitsIRMSassay. 

5.3 The second category was contained in the followlng paragraphs: 

In order to preserve proceduial faJrness and protect the Appellant's 

ability to defend himself, the Appellant respectfüUy requests that the 

Panel order the produotion of yYB-104 (also known as Procedure IV-

Steroid and Other Drug Standard Analysis Methods), in its entirety and 

especially including Subsection IVa. 

The Appellant also respectfitlly requests that the Panel order the 

production of all IRM8 standards and procedures foUowed by the 

Beijing Laboratory, yet not Hsted in the SOPs. 

5.4 The Appellant also tequested that "the Panel provide the Appellant the 

opportunity to seek addiüonal discoveiy if necessaiy." 

5.5 In support of these requests, the Appellant argucd that the SOPs produced by 

USADA during the AAA arbitration were "incomplete and inadequate," and that, 

as a result, Mr. Blanco's abilify to defend himself had been "criticalLy dameged." 

For example, production of the complete SOPs would allow the Appellant to 

determine whether the discrepancies in hi$ test results or the failure to run positive 

and negatlve controls violated the SOPs, The Appellant cited to the D&TCase, in 

which the Beijing Laboratory's failure to provide Section YyB-104, Subsection 

IVa, led the panel to rule that "in consequence of the Laboratory's refusal... the 

Panel cannot place the Appellants at a procedural disadvantage in hearing their 

burden of proof, where the evidence requested is critical to thelr defense and the 

laboratory remains in exdusive control of its dlsolosure." The Appellant askcd 

the Panel to draw a similar inference in this case should the Beijing Laboratory 

continue to refiise to provide Subsection IVa, 
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5.6 The Appellant also requcsted that the Pand provide for additional discoveiy 

following the production of the documents requested in its Appeal Brief due to the 

difficulties he had experienced "receiving complete and adequate responses to 

discovery requests throughout this arbitf ation process." 

5.7 The Appellant also requested in his Appeal Brief that the Panel not limit his 

defenses and arguments until afler the conclusion of discovery, 

S.B USADA, in its Answer, argued that the Stipulation governed all proceedings 

related to Mr. Blanco's Samples, including the present proceedings hefote the 

CAS. Speoifically, USADA argued that the de novo natuie of the CAS 

proceedings does not trump a prior agreement of the parties, sudi as fhe 

Stipulation, to limit the issues in dispute. The Stipulation on lts face states that it 

applies to "all proceedings" involving Mr. Blanco's Sample; as the USADA 

results management process conslsts of only two proceedings (i.e. the AAA 

arbitmtion and the CAS appeal), it is clear tfaat the Stipulation was meant to apply 

equally to the CAS appeal proceedings, USADA also referred to the AAA 

Panel's findings that the Stipulation precluded it fiom exercising jurisdiction over 

certain issues. Finally, USADA argued that Mr. Blanco was attemptihg to 

undermine the fiindamental principle that an arbitral panel is bound by the 

agreements of the parties with respect to jurisdiction and issues to be decided. In 

terms of relief. USADA asked the Panel to exclude all of Öie AppeHanfs defenses 

that were not preserved in the Stipulation, 

5.9 On 12 October 2010, CAS ïnformed the Parties that the Panel's decision on the 

questlon of the scope and effect of the Stipulation would be dealt with as a 

prelimmary issue. "Hie Appellant was glven until 18 October 2010 to address this 

issue in writing. CAS also informed the Respondent of the Panel's request that it 

file, by 18 October 2010, a detailed response on the Appellant's requests for 

disclosure. The Pai'ties were informed that they would be given the opportunity to 
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discuss these issues with the Panel by way of a conference call, schcdulcd for 28 

October2010. 

5.10 On 18 October 2010, the Respondent submitted its Response to the Appellant's 

Request for Additional Documents, USADA resisted the requestcd document 

production on three general grounds: (i) WADA Technical Document 

TD2009LDOC makes clear that the documentation package that must be provided 

by a laboratory in support of an AAF does not include its SOPs, and a CAS panel 

is not entitled to disiegatd this nile; (ü) a laboratory's SOPs are proprietary and 

highly confidential; and (iii) the appropriate time for oritical scrutiny of a 

laboiBtoiy's SOPs is during the International Organization for Standardization 

("ISO") accieditation process, and not before a CAS panel as the result of an 

athlete's "fishing cxpedition." 

5.11 In response to the Appellant's specific allegations and document lequests, the 

Respondent argued that (i) it had not disregarded any discovery order of the AAA 

Panel; (ii) the Appellant's requests weie "muddled"; (iii) the Appellant has 

already received the section of the Beijing Laboratoiy's SOPs dealing with IRMS, 

the SOP it now seeks, SOP YyB-104 IV(a), deals with e different method and 

insti'umentation; (iv) the Beijing Laboratoiy and USADA had already produced 

all of the written standards and procedures that deal speclfically with IRMS^ 

whlch are containcd in the relevant SOP and the laboratory documentation 

package; (v) it would be unreasonable to ask the Beijing Laboratory to produce 

any procedures that may tangentially relate to IRMS; (vi) the Beijing Laboratory 

has not calculated a measurement of unceitainty for any of the values in the 

Appellant's A and B Samples, and USADA has already produced the 

measurement of unccrtainty for C25j (vil) the Appellant has no basis to asscrt a 

defense based on lack of instiiiment linearity. and in any case, USADA has 

already provtded the applicable linearity data; (viii) the Appellant is not entitled to 
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seek IRMS method valldatlon documenfetlon to look behind a laboratory's ISO 

ceitificaüon; and (ix) the Appellant has already leceived the data used to oalcul&te 

the delta and detta/ddta values in bis case. 

5.12 Despite its objections to fiirther document pioductïon, the Respondent infoimed 

the Panel that It had rcquestcd the Beijing Laboratory to piovïde SOP YYB-104 

IV(a), subject to a Pfotective Order, although it noted that it expected the 

Appellant to find the document "irrelevant" 

5.13 On 18 October 2010, the Appellant submittcd his Stipulation Argument, 

advancing three reasons as to why the Stipulation is not applicable to the 

pïoceedings beforc CAS. First, the appeal beforc CAS is de novo pursuant to 

Article R57 of the CAS Code. Limiting Mr. Blanco's appeal to the terms of the 

Stipulation would undermlne the fundamcntal puiposc of this de novo review, 

which seeks to cure proccdural errors, confltcts of Interest and other flaws that 

may have tainted the procecdings at first instance, Second, as this is a 

disciplinary hearing, and not a commercial dispute, the athlete must be allowcd to 

present his fuU defense in order to ensure that the trudt is found and justice is 

done. Justice cannot be done If an important and viable defense is excludcd. 

Third, when analyzed under contract thcory, the ambiguous language of the 

stipulation must be construed against the drafter, i.o. USADA, and set aside due to 

mistake of fact. The language of the Stipulation is ambiguous beceuse it does not 

specifically state that it applies to CAS appeal procecdings. The material mistake 

of lact lies in the belief of Mr. Blanco at the time the Stipulation was drafted that 

negative conttols had been used by the Beijing Laboratory. Fuither, enfotcing the 

Stipulation wrould be unconscionable because enforcement would cause great 

hann to Mr, Blanco, Whereas non-enforcement would not harm USADA. 

5.14 On 28 October 2010, the Panel held a hearing by confeience call with the Partles 

on the preliminary issues. 
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5,15 On 29 Octobcr 2010, the Panel teached a cleclsion on the preliminary issues in the 

followingterms; 

Having reviewcd the parties' submïssions in respect of the 

applicability of the Stipulation of Uncontested Facts and Issues 

bctween the United State Anti-Doping Agency and Alberto Blanco 

(the "Stipttlation") and the Appellant's request for the produotion of 

additional documents (the Appellant's "Production Request"). I inform 

you that the Panel has reachcd the decisions and gives the relevant 

directions set out below: 

a) The Panel recogtiizes the important and useftil rolc that a joint 

Stipulation or agreement in respect of relevant facts, the scope of 

matters in dispute submitted to arbitration and related prooedural 

matters can have in arbitration proceedings pursuant to the 

WADA Code and the anti-doping niles of international sports 

federations as wel! as the CAS Arbitration Rules. Such 

stipulations serve to define the issues truly in dispute between the 

pai-ties and thereby expedlte the pioceedings and help achieve 

the goals of a timely and cost effective process. Li principle, all 

parties should be held to the terms of such agteements piovided 

these are validly concluded. 

In this case, the Stipulation addressed. inter alia, the grotinds 

upon which the Appellant sought to challenge the decision of the 

USADA to impose a two-year suspension for an anti-doping itjle 

violation. The parties disagree as to whether, on an appcal de 

novo under the CAS arbitration rules, the Stipulation should 

apply to restrict the grounds of appeal to the grounds set out in 

the Stipulation as those upon which the challenging of the initial 

USADA decision was based. The parties also disagi'ce as to the 
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meaning and effect of the Stipulation and the intetpretation given 

it by the AAA Panel bclow. 

In this Panel's view, the Stipulation is not without ambigulty and 

the ciTcumsCances in which the Stipulation was reoched may 

have given rise to a misunderstanding as to the intended scope of 

the Stipulation, Speciflcally, while the intioduction to the 

Stipulation refer$ to "all proceedings" and paragraph 11 

contemplates an appeal, the remainder of the Stipulation entered 

during the AAA arbitration repeatedly lefers to the "hearing" in 

the singular. In the particular oircumstances of this case, the 

Panel thetefore oannot conolude that the parties definitively 

agreed that the Stipulation would also apply to any CAS 

hearings, and the Appellant should not be deprived of the rlght to 

rely upon the additlonal grounds of appeal he wishes to raise. 

Accordingly, the Appellant is entitled to raise and procccd wiüi 

the appeal grounds set out in hls Appeal Brief of 14 August 

2010. The Panel wishes to confirm that these are the only 

grounds of appeal and that no new grounds may be introduced. 

Finally, the Panel confirms Counsel for the Appellant's 

statement at the hearing held by conference call on 28 October 

2010 that the Appellant wlll not be advancing as grounds for 

appeal questions rclating to the chain of custody or collectlon of 

the sample issue. 

b) With respect to the Appellant's pwduction requests, additlonal 

infoimation was provided and certein agreements were reached 

between the parties at the hearing held on 28 October 2010. 

These are tefleeted in the following directions: 
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i. The Respondent has agreed to producc SOP YYB-104, itioluding 

part rV(B), to the Appellant, subject to agrecmcnt and exccution 

of an appropriate confidentiality ordet, The parties are direoted to 

prepare a suitable confidentiality order to proceed to its 

executton as quïckly as possible. The Respondent shall then 

promptly provide a copy of the SOP to the Appellant. 

ii. In the event the Appellant seeks to introducé any part of the SOP 

in question as evidence in these proccedings, he shall provide a 

translation into English of the relevant portion of the document. 

Such translation must include any relevant portions of the SOP 

requlred for a proper understondmg of the portion of the 

document relied upon and necessary to provide any relevant 

context, 

üi. With respect to the Appellant's request for information of 

confirmation of cettain unwritten standerds or procedures which 

apply to the IRMS method utilized by the Beijing Laboratory, 

the Appellant may piovide to the Respondent focused questions 

seeking information which is material and relevant to the issues 

in dispute. The Respondent has agreed to attempt to provide any 

responsive information which may exist. The Panel confirms that 

this is not intended to pennlt questions or inteirogatories for a 

broad range of methods or procedures conducted by the Beijing 

Laboratory. Rather, any requests must be limited to specific, 

focused questions relating to information relevant and material to 

the issues in dispute. Any disputes reiated to the Appellant's 

wiïtten questions shall be referred promptly to the Panel for 

resolution. 
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c) The Appellant's rcquest for IRMS method validatlon 
documentation is denied. 

5.16 On 12 January 2011, USADA provided CAS with a copy of the Stipulated 

Protective Order covering SOP YYB-104, including part IV(B), which had been 

sigtied by both Parties, USADA rcquested that the Order be executed by the 

Panel. On 14 January 2011 ihc CAS informed the Parties that the Panel would 

not sign an order drafted by the Parties, but that it considered itself bound by the 

confidential nature of the SOPs. 

5.17 On 14 January 2011, the Appellant rcceïved the remaining SOPs pursuant to the 

Tribunal's order, The Appellant did not scek to introducé the SOPs into evldence 

and did not rely on them at the hearing. 

6. SÜMMARY OF THE PARTIES' POSITIONS 

6.1 Mr, Blanco 

6.1.1 BurdenofProof 

6.1.1.1 The Appellant began by noting that the presumption under the WADA and UCI 

rules is that laboratory results demonstrating an AAP are reÜable. However, he 

contended that. once an ISL violation has been establishcd, the 2003 version of 

WADA Code Atticle 3.2.1, which govemed in 2008 (the "2003 WADA Code"), 

applies and the burden of proof shifts to USADA to prove Öiat the ISL violation 

didnotcausetheAAF. 

6.1.1.2 The Appellant argued that the 2009 version of the WADA Code (the "2009 

WADA Code"), which requlrcs the athicte to establish that the ISL violation 

"could reasonably have caused" the AAF befoie the burden is shifted back to 

USADA, does not apply in this oase, The amended rule, which took effect as of 

1 January 2009, imposes a much heavier burden on the athlete beoausc he now 

has to prove a causal link between the ISL violation and the AAF. This burden 
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is rendered all the heavier by the fact that the cvidcnce of such a link will often 

be in the possession of the laboratory or no longer in existence, 

6.1.1.3 Further, the Appellant argucd that ISL 5.4.4,2,1 and 5,4,7.3 are unique, bccausc 

they speak to the reliability of the laboratory's rcsults, A breach of these ISLs 

means that it oan never be known if the analysis that resulted in the AAF was 

performcd propcrly or if the results are reliable. This renders any requirement 

on the athlcte to prove a causfll link between the ISL violation and the AAF 

inappliceble. 

6.1.1.4 In response to the contention of tiie Respondent fliat a rule goveming buiden of 

proof Is procedütal or evidential In nature, the Appellant argued that Article 

3.2.1 speaks to an impoilant right of the athlete, and therefore must be viewed as 

substantive in nature, The Appellant further submttted that the burden of proof 

bome by a party is a matter of legai proof, not procedural or scientlfic. The 

Appellant relied on the D&T Case, arguing that the panel in that case had held 

that the burden of proof is substantive, Applying the 2009 version of Article 

3,2.1 would breach the principle that prohibits the retroactive appllcation of law. 

The 2009 WADA Code itself, at Article 24,5, States that it does not apply to 

matters pending before its entiy into fotce, sudi as in Mr. Blanco's case. The 

burden of proof that was ccntiolling at the time of the alleged violation must be 

applied. 

6.1.1.5 Pursuant to the 2003 WADA Code, Article 3.2.1, the Appellant stated that 

USADA could not meet lts burden in this case, and demonstrate that the ISL 

violations did not causa the AAF, becausc proving a negative is impossible. The 

Beijing Laboratory's tests wcrc not robust, no negative controU war» run, and 

allowlng the results to stand would set a "dangetous precedent." In sum, the 

Panel cannot be comfortably satisfied that the test results were reliable. 

6.1.1.6 Of course, the Appcllant'a arguments on the burden of proof are only relevant if 

hc has managed to establish a violation of the ISL. 
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6.1.2 Robttstness and Reproduoibilitv 

6.1.2.1 The Appellant relies on the principle of "robustness" to atgue bo^ that the 

Beijing Laboratory violated the ISL, and mote generally Ihat the test results are 

not reliflble. The principle of robustness requires that similar results should be 

reached when measttring the same substance, from the same source, at different 

tiracs. Similar results are evidence of the reliability and quality of the analyses 

perforraed, whereas significantly different results evidence unreliabillty, 

Furöier, robustness provides an cssential check against random error, and gives 

raeanlng to the idea that the B Sample "confinus" the results of the A Sample. 

6.1.2.2 The Appellant applicd the principle to Mr. Blanco's test results through the 

science of measurement error, or the "measurement of uncertainty," which 

provides a statistical analysis to determlne whether the results are reliable. llie 

statting point is the idea that the difference between two measurements of the 

same substance from the same source should be zero. However, varlations in, 

inter alia, analytical conditions, estimatlon, rounding, and reader prefercnces 

mean that the difiPerence is unlikely actually to be zero. Thereforc, statistics 

calculates an aoceptabic range of difference between the measurements, within 

which the results are considered to be reliable ("acceptable area of deviation"). 

6.1.2.3 The reqüireraent that the tests run on an ethlete's sample be "robust" or within 

the "measurement of uncertainty" is found in ISL 5.4.4.2.1, which should be 

read es a mandatory requirement applicable to each test run by a laboratory. 

This interpretation of ISL 5.4.4.2.1 derives in part from rcading the provision in 

light of the introduction to ISL 5, which provides at ISL 5.1 that ISL 5 "focuses 

on the speoific parts of the process that are critical with regard to the quality of 

the laboratory's performance as a WADA-accrcdited laboratory," and ISL 1.0, 

which States that the main purpose of the ISL "is to ensute laboratory production 

of valid test results and evldentiaiy data." The fact that the requirement is not 

explioitly mentioned in ISL 5.2.4.3.2.3 does not mean that it is exoluded, 
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Robustness is such a fundatnentally Important princlple of reliable sclence that it 

must be presumed to be required for each set of results produced by the 

laboiatory, uniess it is expressiy stated that results need not be robust. 

6.1.2.4 In response to the Hespondent's argument that robust lesults are only required 

under the ISL in reletion to the ISO accreditation process, the Appellant 

contended that such e state of afTairs would be illogicalj a more logical leading 

is that robxistness is required when the athletes' samples aie actually being tested 

by the laboratoiy. The Respondent's intetpretation is an antithesis to the very 

purpose of the ISL, which is to provide the standaids by which reliable results 

aie obtained. Such an illogïcal rule would need to be expressiy stated. In any 

event, if there is evidence that the laboratory is producing results that are not 

robust, its very validation is called into questi on. 

6.1.2.5 The Appellant referred to the D&T Case, where the panel noted that "robustness 

means that the method must be capable of providing the reliable repetition of the 

results at different tlmes and with diffei^nt operators peiforming the assay, i.e. 

the range of the sample analysis to be conducted on the aliquot samples." 

6.1.2.6 The prinoiple of "reproducibility" relies on the concq)t of "Standard deviation " 

A Standard deviation is the typical distance that a measurement is expected to be 

from the "true valüe" of the subject of the test. The laboratory determines the 

Standard deviation for a glven measotement by undertaking a four-step process: 

(i) the laboratory repeats the same test many times on known subjects; (Ü) the 

diffeience between each test result and the known true value of the test subject is 

determined; (üi) ^ e average of the square of the difference between each result 

and the true value is caiculated; and (iv) the square root of Üie average is then 

calculated. The result is the Standard deviation for the results of a particular test 

at the laboratoxy in question. 

6.1.2.7 As the Beijing Laboratory does not have, or at least did not disclose, a standaid 

deviation for the measurement of Etio and Andro delta values during IRMS, the 
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Appellant had to use the "next best thing"; the Beijing Laboratory's Standard 

deviation for the tncasurement of C25 delta values during IRMS. The Beüing 

Laboratory ran twenty-one measurements of C25 deha values over a period of 

eight monthS) and determined that the Standard deviation for the C25 deha value 

is 0,5, Applying the four-step proccss outlined above, the Standard deviation of 

the difFerence between two independent delta unit tneasurements is equal to 

0,707. ISL 5,4.4.3.2.2 provides that the "expression of uncertainty" shall reflect 

a confidence level of 95%, which is found by multiplying the Standard deviation 

by two. Thcrefore, 95% of the time, the difFerence between two independently-

measured delta values taken from the same substance &om the same source will 

be no more than 2 x 0,707, or 1,414 delta units. 

6.1.2.8 The diiFercnce between the Mr, Blanco's A Sample Etio delta valuc and his B 

Sample Etio delta value is tea greater than thls Standard deviation, at 1.9 delta 

units. Two independent tests on the same substance from the same source wou ld 

give rise to such different results less than 1% of the time by chance. Likewise, 

the difference between Mr. Blanco's A Sample Etio delta/delta value and his B 

Sample delta/delta value is 2.5 delta units; a difference that would occur by 

chance only 4/10,000 times. 

6.1.2.9 In ether words, the results are not robust, they are not reproducible and they are 

not reliable. Indeed, the prlnciple of reproducibility acts es a quality control on 

the process; lequiring that the A Sample and the B Sample have a *'rational 

relationship" to cach other. While the WADA Code does not expressly state that 

a rational relationship is required between the A and B Samples, it does say that 

results must be "repioduclble"; thls means that "similar lesults must be 

leached." 

6.1.2.10 The fact that the Etio values derlved from the tests performed on Mr. Blanco's 

Samples were neither robust nor reproducible casts doubt on the entire analysis. 

Even if the Andro results did not fall foul of eithcr principle, this does not mean 
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that the AAP can survlve on the basis of the Andro results alone. They are 

equally unreliable as a product of a tainted process. In any event, the differcnce 

between the Andro delta/delta values is 1.6 delta units. These results would 

occur by chance only 2.4% of the time. Again, this is not reliable enough for the 

Panel to be comfortebly satisfied with the test results. 

6.1.3 Nepfttive Controls 

6.1.3.1 Negative controls are required by the ISL because they act as a check on the 

reliability of the entïre process, thus ensuring a laboratory's compliance with 

ISL 5.4,7.2, wbich provides that a laboratoty must have in place a quality control 

system that "challenges the entire scope of the analytlcal process." 

6.1.3.2 ISL 5.4.7.3, which lists quality controls that should be included in a laboratory's 

quali^ controls system, including negative controls. is also relevant. WADA 

did not drait individual ISLs for each test that a laboratory could perfoim, which 

explains why, assuming arguendo that "should" is never mandatory in the ISL, 

the chapcau to this list states that "the range of quality control activities should 

include." However, while a laboratory is not rcquircd to run an inappropriate 

control for a given test, where a given control would be appropriate for the 

analysis in question, the laboratoiy must use it. In other words, the best 

interpretation of that provlsion is that the controls listed are mandatory for the 

tests for which they appropriate. Adopüng this interpretation, negative controls 

are absolutely appropriate and therefore mandatory for an IRMS analysis. 

Positlve and negative controls are first on the list of quality controls in ISL 

5.4.7,3, demonatrating that they are the "gold Standard" and should be uscd in all 

tests. In any event, it is not the case that "should" is never mandatory in the ISL; 

the evidence shows that "should" is used in the Imperative in other ISLs. 

6.1.3.3 ISL 5.4.7,2 also influences how we should read ISL 5.4.7,3. The former ISL 

requires quality control procedures to be in place from stort to finish. As 

negative controls are the only controls that operate from start to finish, It is deer 
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that they must be uscd. The consequcnces of not using negative controls are 

clear from this case, wherc fïve of the six steps in the atialytical ptocess weie left 

uncheckcd. Negative controls are simply good science. 

6.1.3.4 No other quality contrals run during the IRMS analysis on Mr. Blanco's samples 

fulfilled the role of a negative control, The inteinal reference Standard was not 

added until five of the six steps in the analysis had been completed; other 

athletes' samples could not serve the same purpose because they weie not 

known before use; and the Beijing Laboratory's procedure whereby it runs 

negative controls only when the delta/delta value of a substance does not exceed 

7 delta units raises red flags because it would be impossible to apply this 

crlterion to an athlete's A Sample. 

6.1.3.5 The result of the Beijing Laboratory's failure to use negative controls is that 

false positives cannot be ruled out. The Appellant alsopolnted to the AAA 

Panel's grave concern over the absence of negative controls in this case. 

6.1.4 Failure to Complv with ISL 5,2.6.1 

6.1.4. J The Appellant argued that the Beijing Laboratory falled to provlde him with all 

of the Information to which he was entitled, and he was therefore forced to ask 

for it through discovery, He was also denied access to the Laboratory's SOPs, 

which went to tiie heart of hls defense. 

6.1,4.2 Mr. Blanco appeared to have abandoned this argument at the hearing, by which 

point he had been provided with the requested SOPs, 

6.1.5 posts 

6.1.5.1 The Appellant rejected USADA's lequest that costs be assessed against Mr. 

Blanco. He was not permitted to present his full defense at the AAA hearing 

due to USADA's failure to produce necessary doéuments, such as the SOPs, and 

the Panel's etroneous reliance on the Stlpulation to exclude some of Mr. 

Blanco'$ defenses. The process before the AAA Panel was drawn out because 
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of USADA's failure to supply the infoimation requested by Mr. Blanco. 

Further, Mr, Blanco aigaged in no litigation misconduct, nor did he allege bad 

faith on the part of USADA or the Beijing Laboratoty. Hls dcfenses did not lack 

merit, for example, the AAA Panel took judicial notice of the importance of 

Controls, and he eliminated those defenses that wete found to lack merit by the 

AAA ?ancl. Finally, the Appellant also asked the Panel to teke account of Mr. 

Blanco's limited resources. 

6.2 USADA 

6.2,1 Burden of Proof 

6,2,1,1 USADA accepts that it has the burden of e^ablishlng that a doping vlolation 

occuned to the comfoitable satis&ction of the Panel under the WADA Code. In 

satisfying this burden, both the 2008 and the 2009 verslons of the UCI ADR 

provide that WADA-accredited laboratories are presumed to have conducted the 

relevant analysis and custodiel procedures in accordance with the ISL The 

rcason for this ptcsumption relates to WADA's core responsibilities, '«iiich 

include providing accreditation to laboratories whose methods are used to 

determine the presence of prohibited substances; ensuring those laboratories 

maintain their accreditation; and ensuring that they we also ceitified ISO, 

6.2.L2 USADA argues that the 2009 verslons of the UCI ADR and WADA Code apply 

in this case with regard to the Parties' respective burdens of proof. In other 

WOrdSi Mr. Blanco must prove not only that the Beijing Laboratory has vlolated 

an ISL, but that the vlolation "could reasonably have caused" the AAF, before 

the burden shlfts back to USADA. 

6.2.1.3 USADA relied on Susin v. Fédération Internationale de Natation, CAS 

2000/A/274 (19 October 2000), wherc the Panel held that "laws and rules 

relating to procedural matters apply immediately upon entering into force and 

regardless of when the facts at issue occuired/' arguing that the ex. post &cto 

doctrine sitnply does not apply to procedural rules such as those governing the 
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burden of proof. A substantive rule is one that afFects the flthlete's behavior. In 

other words, for a i-ulc to be substantive, it must be shown that the athlete would 

have behaved differcntly had the later rule been in effect at the time of the facts 

giving risB to the dispute, This i$ not the case with regard to ruies govcming 

butden of proof. 

6,2,2 Reproducibilitv and Reliabilttv 

6.2.2.1 USADA argued that according to WADA Technical Document TD2004EAAS, 

there are only four relevant questions in establishing 'whether the results of an 

IRMS analysis conducted on an athlcte's sample constitute an AAF; 

1. Was the 11 OH-Andro diffèrence greater than 3 delta units? 

2. Was the 1 lOH-Etio diffèrence greater than 3 delta units? 

3, Was the delta value of Andro by itself below -28 units? 

4, Was the delta value of Etio by itself below -28 units? 

6.2.2.2 Further, only one of these questions must be answered in the afTirmative for an 

AAF to be repofted. 

6.2.2.3 There is absolutely no requirement In the ISL or the WADA Code that an 

athlete's A and B Samples test positive for the same amount of a Non^Threshold 

Substance, or that the two Samples bear any quantitative relationship to one 

another. If goed science required such a match, then it would be in Üie rules. 

While the "measurement of uncertainty" does apply to threshold substances 

under the ISL, wilh regard to Non-Threshold Substances, the only requirement is 

that they test positive for the same substance, whlch thcy overwhclmingly did. 

As the WADA Code makes clear: "sufficiënt proof of a anti-doping rule 

violation under Article 2.1 is established by ... the presence of a Prohibited 

Substance or its Metabolites or Markers in the Athlete's A Sample ... and the 
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analysis of the Athlete's B Sample confirais the presence of the Prohibited 

Substance or its Metabolites or Markers fovind in the Athlete's A Sample," 

6.2.2.4 USADA referred to the case of Ititeinational Association of Athletics 

Federations v. ConfederafSo BrasileJra de Atletismo and Dos Santos, CAS 

2002/A/383 (27 January 2003), as authority for the proposltlon that no 

rclationship is required bctween the A and B Samples with regard to Non-

Threshold Substances, except that they must test positive for the same substance. 

In that case, the panel rejected the argument advanced by the athlete that he 

should be exonetated of an anti-doping violation where hls A Sample analysis 

indicated a corrected average T/E ration of 37,82 and the B Sample indicated a 

conected average T/E ratio of 79,31 (the threshold for an AAF was 25), 

6.2.2.5 USADA points out that the Appellant relies mostly on ISL 5.4.4.2 in making its 

robustness atguments, wMch applies to "Validation of Mèthods." The ISL thus 

makes clear that "robustness" is not a aiterlon to be applied to the conflrmatlon 

process of Itidlvidual samplen; rather, it Is for the ISO to assess as part of the 

accreditatlon process. In this case, ISO accreditatlon has certifled that the IRMS 

meüiod used by the Beijing Laboratory produces "robust" results, and those 

results are deemed robust untll the ISO accreditatlon Is no longer valid. 

6.2.2.6 With regard to the D&T Case, only Mr. Devyatovskiy was exoncratcd on 

reproducibility and robustness pounds, on very different facts to the present 

case. Mi". Devyatovskiy's values were extrcmely close to the threshold set by 

WADA Technioal Document TD2004EAAS, Two thirds of those values 

showed significant variation between the A Sample test results and the B Sample 

test results, and those values were the sole criteria on which the AAF and the 

anti-doping charge were based, On the other hand, the &cts of Mr. Tisikhan's 

case were much closer to the present set of facts, in that hls test results showed 

Etio and Andro values that were slgnificantly higher than the threshold set by the 

WADA Technical Document. Mr. Tisikhan was not exonerated. Hcre, both 
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Partles agrec fhat Mr. Blanco's results were unusually high and nowhere ncar the 

WADA Technlcal Document threshold. Furthcr. in the D&T Case, the parties' 

experts agreed that Mr. Devyatovskiy's results were problematic, whereas heie 

USADA's experts are adamant that Mr. Blanco's test results evidence doping. 

Dr, Bowef's, USADA's expert, testified before the AAA Panel that Mr. 

Blanco's results are "so fw ftom normality" that the differences between the A 

and B Sample values sltnply are not meaningful. 

6.2.2.7 USADA also aigued that the Appellant was fundamentally mistaken in relying 

on the Beijing Laboratory's C2S acceptance criteria to calcuiate the Standard 

deviation that forms the basis of its argument. This criterlon has nothing to do 

wlth the Andro and Ëtio delta/delta measurements. 

6.2.2.8 USADA made its own calculation of the applicable measurement of uncertainty 

in this case, and submitted that. assuming arguendo that robust results are 

required by the ISL, the values in fact fall within an acceptable range of 

uncertainty. First, with regard to threshold substances, the ISL dictates the 

application of a measurement of uncertainty to A and B samples separately to 

ensure that each, when adjustcd for uncertainty, is over the threshold. That is 

quite cleorly the case here. Second, even if the ISL did require the application of 

the concept of uncertainty in compatative terms to the values of Ivfr. Blanco's A 

and B Sample, the results are reliable. The range of uncertainty extonds in both 

diiections from the true value, therefore, the range must allow for 1.4 delta units 

below the true value, and 1.4 delta units above the true value. The real range of 

uncertainty is therefore 2.8 delta units, and that range must be applied to the both 

the A and B Sample test results, For examplc, applying the correct uncertainty 

i-ange to the Etio delta/delta value of Mr. Blanco's B Sample (12,6 delta units) 

means that the value could be as low as ll,2delta units. The range of 

uncertainty for the B Sample, takes the Etio delta/delta value within the 

uncertainty range of Mr. Blanco's A Sample £tio delta/delta value (10.1 delta 
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units, with an uncertainty range of 8.7 to 11,5 delta units). In sum, the 

Appcllant's analysis misoaicttlates Üic applicable range of uncertainty for Mr, 

Blanco's A and B Sample results; applying the correct analysis demonstrates 

that the Etio values are within an acceptable range of uncertainty. 

6.2,2.9 Finally, the Appellant has not been able to point to any reason as to why thcrc 

was B variation between hls results, and is far from establishing a convincing 

case that he should be exonerated. 

6.2.3 Ne^ativecontrols 

6.2.3.1 Negative controls are not required by the ISL; ISL 5.4.7.2 simply seys that a 

laboratory must have a quality contrei system in place. The Beding Laboratory 

does have suoh a system in place, which is provided for in lts SOPs. Negative 

controls are not requiied by the SOPs, These SOPs formed the basis of the 

Laboratory's WADA accreditation; therefore WADA obviously does not view 

negative controls as being required under the rules. 

6.2.3.2 USADA relied heavily on the D&T Case, where the panel found that no 

adequate positive control had been run, but held that "ISL 5.4.7.3 cites a range 

of quality control activities for monitorlng analytical performance," end that 

"WADA requirements with regard to the implementation of quality controls 

have been met." 

6.2.3.3 The Appellant's argument that, without negative controls, there is no check on 

the cntirc IRMS process at the Beijing Laboratory is incoircct, WADA does 

send blank samples to accrcdited laboratorles, which run a control check on the 

entire analytical process. Negative controls are not alone in performtag this 

flinction. It is notable that Üiere is no reference to the "entire process" in ISL 

5,4,7.3, 

6.2.3.4 Fui^er, there were seveial factors present during the ÏRMS analysis of Mr. 

Blanco's Samples that demonstrate the reliability of the results, even in the 
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absence of negative controls. They fulfilled the three-fold purpose of negative 

Controls, which is to: (i) ensure that, based on sample analyses conducted on the 

autosarapler, the laboratory is not reportmg felse positivcs; (ii) make sure that 

the laboratory is not experlcnoing carryover fiom one sample run to the next; 

and (iii) ensure the autosampler is functioning properly, 

6.2.3.5 USADA contended that these other factors, or "indicia of reltability," performed 

the functions requiied from a negative control, The fact that other athletes' 

samples tested negative in the same run demonstiates that there is no false 

positive tssue because the Beijing Laboratory was reportlng negative samples as 

such. The results of the injection sequence demonstrate that thei-e was no 

problem with carry-over. The C25 delta value constitutes an independent 

measure to ensure that the IRMS machinery is fbnctioning properly, and Mr. 

Blanco's laboratory documentation paokage demonstrates that the C25 

measurement was within an acceptable range, thus demonstrating that the 

machine was functioning properly. 

6.2.3.6 Finally, USADA contended that the Appellant had failed to point to anything 

that went wrong or unchecked as B resutt of the failure to use negative controls. 

lts best attempt was to point to random error, but negative controls do not protect 

against random errors. 

6.2.4 The Standard Onerating Procedures 

6.2.4.1 USADA pointed out that, in the B&T Case, the panel drew an adverse inference 

against the IOC because the Beijing Laboratory had reflised to produce its SOPs 

in violation of two orders Issued by the panel. The panel had wamed that it 

would exclude submission of the SOPs after the Laboratory's non-compliance 

with the panel's orders, and prooecded to do so. The panel further oited the 

"reluctance of the Laboratory to disclose relevant sections of its SOPs" as a 

factor in finding results outside of (he iaboratory's range, and it concluded that 

"it cannot place the Appellants at a procedural disadvantage in hearing their 
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burden of proofj where the evidence «quested is critical to their defense and the 

laboratory remains in exclusive contiol of its disclosure." 

6.2.4.2 In this case, no such adveise infeience is warranted. Mr. Blanco was provided 

with the SOPSj and none of them have been introduccd into evidence or 

otherwise relied on. 

6.2.5 Faiture to Complv with ISL 5.2.6.1 

6,2.5,1 USADA rejected the Appcllant's argumenta, and pointed to the AAA Panel's 

fmdings that "sufficiënt information was provided by the Beijing Laboratory to 

permit interpretation of the results jn this case," 

6.2.6 Costs 

6.2.6.1 USADA asked the Panel to assess costs against Mr. Blanco, ft argued that Mr. 

Blanco had no good reason to appeal because hls sanctlon, a two-ycar perlod of 

ineligibilit^, had come to an end. USADA claimed that Mr. Blanco only 

pursued his appeal because he didn't have to pay for any part of the proceedings; 

this was an abuse of the system. 

7. JUÏUSDICTIONANDAFPLICABLELAW 

7,1 The jurisdiction of CAS in this matter is undisputed and derives from Article 

15(b) and (c) of the USADA Protocol, which provides, in relevant part, as 

foilows: 

(b) The final award by the AAA/CAS art)itrator(s) may be 

appealcd to the CAS within twenty-one (21) days of issuance of 

the final reasoned award or when the awatd is deemed final as 

set fOTth below, If the AAA/CAS arbitrators issue a partial, 

interim or non-final award or an award without reasons such 

award shall be deemed final for purposes of appeal to CAS on 

the earlier of (a) issuance of the final reasoned award by the 
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AAA/CAS panel, or (b) thirty (30) days from issuance of the 

partial, interim or non-flnal award. The appeal procedure set 

forth in Aiticle 13.2 of Annex A shall apply to all appeals not 

just appeals by Intemational-Lcvel Athletes or other Persons, A 

CAS appeal shall be filed with the CAS Administrator, the CAS 

hearing will autoraatically take place in the U.S. and CAS shall 

conduct a review of the matter on appeal which, among other 

things, shall indude the power to increase, deciease or void the 

sanctions imposed by the previous AAA/CAS Panel regardless 

of which party initiated the appeal. The regular CAS Appeal 

Arbitration Procedures apply. The decislon of CAS shall be fmal 

and binding on all parties and shall not be subject to fbrther 

review or appeal. 

(c) In all hearings conducted pursuant to the USADA Protocol, 

subject to paragraphs 3(c) and 3(d) of this Protocol, the IF anti-

doplng rules, the USOC NADP and the USADA Protocol shall 

apply. If the foregoing rules are silent any applicable provisions 

of the Code shall be controUing. 

7.2 With respect to the scope of the Panel's Review, Article R57 of the CAS Code 

provides: 

The Panel shall have fuU power to review the facts and the law, 

It may issue a new decislon which replaces the decislon 

challenged or annul the decision and refei the case back to the 

previous bstance. Upon transfer of the file, the President of the 

Panel shall issue directions in connection with the hearing for the 

examinatton of the parties, the witnesses and the experts, as well 

as for the oral arguments. He may also request communication of 

the file of the federation, association or sports-related body, 
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whose decision is the subject of the appeal. Articles R44.2 and 

R44.3 shall apply, 

7.3 The rulcs appUcable to determine the mcrits of the dispute are the mandatory 

provisions of the WADA Code and the UCI Anti-Doping Rules. Revised veisions 

óf the WADA Code and UCI Anti-Doping Code Rules entered into force on 1 

January 2009. With regard to the effect of the revisions on matters pending prior 

to I January 2009, UCI Anti-Doping Rule 373 (2009) provides as follows: 

Thls version of tiie Anti-Doping Rules shall not apply 

rctrospectively to matters pending before the Ist January 2009; 

providcd. however, that: 

a) Any case pending prior to the Ist January 2009, or brought 

after the Ist January 2009 based on an anti-doping rule violation 

that ocourred prior to the Ist January 2009, shall bc govemed by 

the predecessor to these Anti-Doping Rules in force at the time 

of the anti-doping rule violation, subject to any application of the 

principle of lex mitior by the hearing panel determining the case. 

7.4 Artide 25,2 of the 2009 WADA Code similarly provides that a case "shall be 

governed by tlie substantive anti-doping rules in effect at the time the alleged anti-

doping rules violation occurred unless the panel hearing the case determines tho 

principle of 'lex mitior* appropriately applies under the circumstances of the 

case." The relevant UCI and WADA provisions reraained largely unchanged as a 

result of the 2009 revisions, and reference will be made to the prior version of the 

rules unless stated otherwise. 

7.5 Mr. Blanco was charged with violating WADA Code Articles 2.1 and 2.2, which 

provides: 
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The followlng constitute anti-doping rule violations: 

2.1 The presence of a Prohibited Substancc or its Metabolites or 

Markers in an Athlete's Bodily Specimen. 

2.1.1 ït is each Athlete's pcrsonal duty to ensure thot no 

Proliibltcd Substance enters his or her body. Athletes are 

responsible for any Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or 

Markers found to be present in their bodily Specimens. 

Accordingly, it is not necessary that Intent, fault, negligence or 

knowing Use on the Athlete's part to be demonstrated in order to 

esteblish an anü-doping violation under Article 2.1. 

2.1.2 Excepting those substances for which a quantitative 

reporting threshold is specificalty identified in the Prohibited 

Listj the detected presence of any quantity of a Prohibited 

Substance or lts Metabolites or Markers in an Athlete's Sample 

shall constitute an anti-doping violation. 

2.2 Use or Attempted Use of a Prohibited Substance or a 

Prohibited Method. 

2.2.1 The success or failure of the Use of a Prohibited Substance 

or Prohibited Method is not material, It is sufficiënt that the 

Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method was Used or 

Attempted to be Used for an anti-doping rule violation to be 

committed, 

7.6 In terms of establishing whether or not an athlete has committed a violation of an 

anti-doping rule, WADA Code Articles 3.1 and 3.2 deal wlth burdens of evidence, 

standaids of proof, and the methods for establishing facts and presumptions. The 

2003 WADA Codeprovldcs: 
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3.1 Burdens and Standards of Proof. 

The Anti-Doping Organization shall have the burden of 

establishing that an anti-doping tule violation has occurred. The 

Standard of proof shall be whether the Anti-doping Organization 

has e$tabH$hed an anti-doping mie violation to the oomfortable 

satisfaction of the hearing body beaiing in mind the seriousness 

of the allegation which is made, This Standard of proof in all 

cases Is greater than a mere balance of probablllty but less than 

proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Where the Code places the 

burden of proof upon the Athletc or othcr Pcrson alleged to have 

committed an anti-doping rule violation to rebut a prcsumption 

or establish specified facts or circumstances, the Standard of 

proof shall be by a balance of probability, 

3.2 Methods of Establishing Facts and Presumptions. 

Facts related to anti-doping rule violations may be esteblished by 

any reliable means, including admissions. Ilie following mies of 

proof shall be applicable in doping cases; 

3.2.1 WADA-accredited labotatories are presuraed to have 

oonduoted Sample enalysis and custodial procedures in 

accordance wiöi the International Standard for laboratory 

enalysis, The Athlete may rebut this piesumption by establishing 

that a departure front the International Standard occurred. 

If the Athlete rebuts the precedlng presumptlon by showing that 

a departure froni the International Standard occurred, then the 

Anti-doping Organization shall have the burden to establish that 

such departure did not oause the Advcrse Analytical Finding, 
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3.2.2 Departures from the International Standai'd for Tcsting 

■whicb did not cause en Adversc Analytiwl Finding or othcr anti-

doping rule violation shall not invalidate such results, If the 

Athlete establishes that departures from the International 

Standard occurred during Testing then the Antl-Doping 

Organization shall have the burden to estublisH that such 

departures did not cause the Adversc Analytical Finding or the 

factual basis for the anti-doping rule violation. 

7.7 The 2O09 WADA Code version is identical in all relevant respects, except for 

Article 3.2.1, which provides; 

3,2,1 WADA-accredited laboratories are presumed to have 

conducted Sample analysis and custodial procedures in 

accordance with the International Standard fot Laboratories, The 

Athlete or other Person may rebut this presumption by 

establishjng that a departure fi:om the International Standard for 

Laboratoües occurred which could reasonably have caused the 

Adverse Analytical Finding. If the Athlete or other Férsón 

rebuts the preceding presumption by showing that a depailure 

from the ïnternathnaï Standard for Laboratories occurred yrhich 

could reasonablv have caused the Adverse Analytical Findlnp. 

then the Anti-Doping Organization shall have the burden to 

establish that such departure did not cause the Adverse 

Analytical Finding, 

(emphasls added) 

7.8 WAPA Code Article 10 makes provision for sanctlons on athletes found to have 

commilted a doping violation; 
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10.1 Sanctions on Individuals 

Disquftlification of Results b Event Duiïng which an Anti-

doping Rule Vlolation Occurs 

An atiti'doping rule violation occurring during or in coimection 

with an Event may, upon the dcoision of the ruling body of the 

Event, lead to Disqualification of all of the Athlete's individual 

results obtained in the Event with all consequences, includlng 

forfeiturc of all mcdals, points and prizes, except as provldcd in 

Article 10.1,1.... 

10.2 Imposition of IneUgibility for Prohibited Substances and 

Prohibitcd Methods 

Except for specified substances identified in Article 10.3, the 

period of IneUgibility imposed for a violation or Article 2,1 

(Presence of Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markers), 

2.2 (Use or Attempted Use of Prohibited Substance or Prohibited 

Method) and 2.6 (Possession of Prohibited Substances and 

Methods) shall be: 

First Violation: Two (2) years' IneUgibility 

Second Violation: Lifetime Ineligibilify... 

10.7 Disqualification of Results in Competitions Subsequent to 

Sample Collectlon 

In addition to the automatic Disqualification of the Results In the 

Competitlon whidi produced the posltlve Sample under Arttole 9 

(Automatic Disqualification of Individual Results), all other 

competitive results obtained from the date a posltive Sample was 

collected (whether In-Competitlon or Out-of-Competition), or 

other doping violation occurred, through the commencement of 
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any Provisional Suspension or Ineligibility period, shall, unless 

faimess requires otherwise, be Disqualified with all of the 

resulting consequences induding forfeiture of any medaU, points 

andpiizes. 

10,8 Commencement of Ineligibility Period 

The period of Ineligibilit/ shall stait on the date of the hearing 

decision providlng for tneligibillly or, if the hearing is waived, 

on the date Ineligibility Is accepted or otherwise Imposed. Any 

period of Provisional Suspension (whether imposed or 

voluntarily accepted) shall be credited against the total period of 

Ineligibility to bc served. Where rcquired by faimess, such as 

delays in the hearing process or other aspects of Doping Control 

not Bttiibutable to the Athlete, the body imposing the sanction 

may start the period of Ineligibility at an earlier date 

commencing as early as the date of Sample toUection, 

7.9 There are also provisions of the ISL that are relevant to this dispute, They are as 

followsi 

JSL 5.2.4.5.2.3 If the "B" Sample confitmation pi'oves negative, 

the entire test shall be considered negative. 

ÏSL 5.2.4.3.2,9 If the "B" Sample confirmation proves negative, 

the Sampk shall be considered negative and the Testing 

Avithority. WADA and the International Federatlon notlfied of 

the new analytlcal finding. 

ISl 5.2.6,1 The Laboratorv shall have documented procedures to 

ensure that it maintains a coordinated record related to each 

Sample analyzed. In the case of an Adverse Anatytical Fitiding or 
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Atypicaï Findlng, the recoi'd shall include the data necessary to 

support the conclusion^ reported. In gencral, the record should be 

such that in the absence of the analyst, enother competent analyst 

CQuld evaluate what tests had been performed and interpret the 

ÏSL 5.4.4,2.1 Confirmation methods for Non-Threshold 

Sttbstances shall be validated. Factors to be investigated to 

demonstrate that a method is Fït-for-putpose include but are not 

limited to: 

• Specificity, The ebility of the assay to detect only the substance of interest 

shati be determined and documcnted. The assay shall be ableto discrlminate 

beureen compounds of closely related structures; 

• Identification oapability. Since the results for Non-Threshold Substances 

are not quantitative, the Laboratory should establish criteria for ensuring 

that a substance representative of the class of Prohibited Substances can be 

repeatedly identified and detected as present in the Sample at the MRPL; 

• Robustness. The method shall be determined to produce similar results 

with respect to minor variations in analytical conditions. Those conditions 

that are critical to reproducible results shall be oontroUed; 

• Carryover. The conditions requlred to eliminate carryover of the substance 

of inteiest from Sample to Sample during processing or instrumental 

analysis shall be determined and implemented; 
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• Matrix inteiferences. The mcthod should avoid interference in the 

detection otProhibited Svbstances or ihtit MetaboUlÉs or Markers by 

componcnts of the Sample matrix; 

• Standai'ds. Jlefèrence Materials should be used for identification, if 

available. If there is no reference standai'd BVaileble, the use of data or 

Sample fiom a validated Reference Collection is acceptable. 

ISL S.4.7.2 The Laboratorv shall have in place a quality control 

system, including the submission of blind quali^ control 

samples that challenges the entire scope of the analyticat process 

(i.e,, Sample rcceipt and accessloning through result reporting). 

ISL 5.4,7.3 Analytical performance shall bc raonitored by 

operatlng quality control schcmes appropriate to the type and 

frequency of testing performed by the Laboratorv. The range of 

quality control activities should include: 

• Positive and negative controls analyzed in the same analytical run a$ the 

Pi-esumptive Adverse Analvtical Finding Sample; 

• Tlie use of deuterated or other internat standards or Standard addition; 

• Comparison of mass spectra or Ion ratios &om selected ion monitorJng 

(SIM) to a Reference Material or jReference Collection Sample analyzed in 

the same analytical run; 

• Conflrmation of the "A" and "B" Split Samples; 
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• For Threshold Substances. quality control charts refeiring to appropriate 

contrei limits depending OA the analytical method employed (e,g,j ± 10 % of 

the target value; +/- 3SD), should be used; 

• The quality control procedures shall bc documented by the Laboratory. 

8. ADMÏSSIBILÏTY 

8.1 The admissibillty of Mr, Blanco's appeal is undisputed, The procedural 
background set out above indicates that the applicable time limits were met, 

9. MSCUSSION 

9il Introduction 

9.1.1 The questlon for this Panel is whether USADA has established, to the Panels 

comfoitable satlsfaction, that an anti-doping rule vlolation has occuired. In this 

casej if the Panel is "comfortably satisfled" that exogenously admlnistered 

testosterone was present in Mr, Blanco's urine Samples, USADA wil! have 

satisfled its burden of proof. 

9.1.2 With regard to the means by which USADA establishcs a dophig vlolation, 

WADA-Bccredited laboratorles are ptesumed to have conducted Sample analysts 

and custodial procedures in accordance with the ISL. The Beijing Laboratoty is 

a WADA-accredited laboratoty and is therefore presumed to have conducted the 

IRMS analysis of Mr. Blanco's Samples b accordance with the ISL. As the 

Appellant lightly noted during his opening presentation, the pfesumption under 

the rules is that WADA-accrcdited laboratory results are reliable. The Panel 

agrees with the conclusion of the Parties' experts In thelr joint report: if "Üie 

data reported by the Beijing laboratory is reliable ... the lesults would be the 

result of a doping vlolation." 

9.1.3 The Appellant can rebut the pL-esumption that the test results generated by the 

Beijing Laboratory are reliable by establishing that a departure from the ISL 
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occun-ed during the analysis of his Samples. How that rebuttal must be made 

dcpends upon which WADA Code applies herc. If Mr, Blanco does establish 

tbat B departure from the ISL occuired during the analysis of his urine Samples, 

then under the 2003 WADA Code, the bui-den shiffa to USADA to prove that 

this departure did not cause the positive test tesults, Under Article 3,2,1 of the 

2009 WADA Code, if it Bpplies, Mr, Blanco must also prove that the 

laboratory's departure from the ISL "could reasonably have caused" the AAF 

before the burden of proof shifts to the Respondent, 

9.1.4 Before considering which burden of proof rule applies in die present case, the 

Panel must determine whether Mr. Blanco has established that a depaiture &om 

the ISL occuired at the Beijing Laboratoiy. 

9.1.5 Mr. Blanco argued to this Panel that the fallure of the Beijing Laboratory to rm 

ncgative controls and the lack of reproducibility and robustncss in the A and B 

Sample test results constituted departures from the ISL. 

9.2 Production of the Standard Onerating Procedures 

9.2.1 Before proceeding to determine \s4i6ther thcre has been a departure &om the ISL, 

the Panel finds it necessary to address the controversy suirounding the 

production of ibe Beijing Laboratory's SOPs durJng these proccedings. 

9.2.2 The SOPs vfete vigorously pursued by the Appellant both before the AAA Panel 

and before this CAS Panel. During the AAA proceedings, USADA provided the 

Appellant with a copy of SOP YYB-104 IV(b), the section of the Beijing 

Laboratory's SOPs that relates to IRMS, together with a translation of that 

section. During these proceedings, &e Appellant contlnued to pursue the 

production of SOP YYB-104 IV(a), despite USADA's representations that this 

section of the SOPs deals with a different mcthod and instrumcntation. The 

Panel dealt with this lequest as ft preliminary issue, and in its dcoision dated 29 

October 2010 noted that USADA had agteed to produce SOP YYB-104, 
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including part ÏV(a), to the Appellant, ï l ie Panel dirccted the Parties to execute 

a suilabic confidentiality order and the Respondent to provide a copy of the SOP 

to the Appellant promptly. USADA did so on 14 Jamiary 2011. During the 

Appellant's opening presentation at the hearing, the Appellant explained that his 

examination of the SOFs pioduced on 14 January had been "diflicult" because 

they were pi'oduced in Chinese, However, the Appellant had concluded from 

this review that the SOPs wcrc "minimal" and missing many of things that the 

Appellant had expected to flnd therein. As suchj because the Appellant was 

"unable to identify any relevant SOPs," he informed the Panel that he would not 

roly on SOP YYB-104 IVCa), or any of the other SOPs produced by USADA, 

during the hearing. Further, the SOPs produced on 14 Januaiy were not 

introduced into evidence. 

9.2.3 While the Appellant offered various reesons for his failure to rely on tiie SOPs -

particularly that they were "minimal" - the fact is that USADA has provided the 

Appellant with all of the relevant documentation requested for the preparation of 

his defense, Theiefore, the Panel does not need to conslder an adverse inference 

or any other remedy for non-productlon of evidence. 

9.3 Has USADA Establiahed an Antl-Dopine Rule Violation to the Comfortable 
Satisfaotion of the Panel? 

9.3.1 Tlie first question for this Panel is whether USADA "has establlshed an anti-
doplng rule violation to ^ e comfortable satls&ction of the hearing body hearing 
in mind the seriousncss of the allegation which is made" üi other words, the 
Panel must determine whether USADA has established that exogenously 
administered testosterone was present in Mi. Blanco's urine Samples, In 
meeting its burden, USADA is entitled to the inltial presumption that the Beijing 
Laboratory, as a WADA accredited laboratory, conducted Mi'. Blanco's Sample 
analysis and custodiel procedures in eccordance with the ISL, 

9.3.2 Accordingly, slnce the Beijing Laboratory reported that Mr. Blanco's Samples 
tested posltive for the picsence of exogenously administered testosterone^ the 
starting point for this Panel's analysis is the presumption that the Beijing 
Laboratory's sample analysis and custodial procedures were in accordance with 
the ISL and establish an AAF. The Appellant can rebut that presumption by 
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establishing, on a balance of probabilltles, that in fact the Beijing Laboratory 
departed fcom the ISL. In this regard, the Appellant relies on two alleged 
depaitures &om the ISL; (i) the absence of negative controls during the IRMS 
analysts of his A and B Samples; and (ii) the devietion between the Etio and 
Andro vaiues in his A end B Samples. 

9,4 Did the Absence of Negative Controls Constitute a Departure ftom the ISL? 

9.4.1 It is not disputed fhat the Beijing Laboratory fèiled to run negative controls 

during the analysis of Mr. Blanco's A and B Samples. The Appellant argues 

that this failuie constltutes a departure from the ISL. USADA claims that the 

ISL does not require a laboratory to run negative controls when uslng the IBMS 

method to analyze athletes' samples. 

9.4.2 The Panel accepts Dr. Bowers' testimony that, when drafting the ISL, WADA 

used the term "shall" to mean "must" and the term "shoutó" to mean *'may." As 

the list of qualify controls in ISL 5.4.7.3 is headed "the range of quality control 

Bctivities should include," it is clear that none of the controls iisted Üiereln is 

mandatory for a laboratory running an IRMS analysis on an athlete's sample. 

This inteipretation is not affected by ISL 5.4.7.2, which requires that a 

laboratory "shall have in place a quality control system, Indudlng the 

submission of blind quality control samples that challenges the entire scope of 

the analytical process." The Panel notes USADA's submission that WADA 

sends blank samples to the laboratories, which acts as a quality control on the 

whole process. The Panel also notes that there is no teference to 'the entire 

scope of the analytical process" in ISL 5.4,7.3. 

9.4.3 The Panel also accepts USADA's argument and Dr, Boweis' testimony that, 

while ISL 5.4.7,2 and 5.4.7.3 do requiie that a laboratoiy have a quality control 

system in place, the time for assessment of that quality control system is during a 

laboratory's accreditation process. However, tiie Panel recogtiizes that ISL 4.4 

also sets out rules for maintaining WADA accreditation to ensure ongoing 

compliance with ISO/IEC standards. ISL 4.4.9 sets out WADA's right to 
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"inspect and assess the Laboratoiy ftt any time," and the procedures for re-

assessment and surveillance assessments. WADA-accredited laboratories are 

subject to periodio essessments and inspections, which include the operation of 

quality control systems. Ongoing maintenance of the ISO/IEC Standard is BISO 

implied in ISL 5.4.7.3 by requiring that "analytical pei'formance shall be 

monitoïed by operating quality control schemes[0" The term "monitoring" 

implies the operation of a continuing control scheme. 

9.4.4 The Appellant has not sought to challenge the fact that the Beijing l^boratory is 

a WADA and ISO-accredited laboratory, Nor has he sought to challenge Üiat 

the Laboratory was accrcdited on the basis of the SOPs that it cuiiently has in 

place. Dr. Wang testified that the Beijing Laboratory's SOP for IRMS was 

reviewed by the assessor who accredited the Laboratory^ and that the failure to 

run negative controls durïng the IRMS process has never been raised as a failure 

to comply with the ISL. Thete has been no argument that the Beijing 

Lflboratory's SOP for the IRMS process requircs that a negative control form 

part of the quality control process. Indeed, Dr. Wang testified to the contrary. 

There has been no argument that the Beijing Laboratory failed to comply with its 

own SOPs, and Dr. Wang testified that the Laboratory in fact complied with the 

SOPs when analyzingMr. Blanco's Samples, 

9.4.5 In these circumstances, the Panel is not persuaded that the absence of negative 

controls constitutes a departure from the ISL, although it recognizes that 

negative controls, as pointed out by Dr, Bowers, are important in the testing 

process to avoid the risk of a "fólse positive." This point was also made by 

Professor SdiBnzer during his testimony in the D&T Case. See D&T Case, 

15.129. 

9.4.6 The Panel has taken note of the Appellant's argument that the quality controls 

Ijsted in ISL 5.4.7.3 are mandatory when appropriate for a given test While the 

Panel does fmd that this argument has some eppeal, it believes that such an 
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inteipretation would glve rise to difficultics and cloud the provision with 

uncertainty. This is especially the case because CAS panels, without consultin g 

expÊLts, lack the relevant expertise to determine whether a particular control is 

approprlate and thcrefore mandatory with regard to any given test. WADA and 

the ISO are the bodïes possessing the expertise necessery to determine which 

contiols are required for a given procedure, and the accreditation process is the 

appropriate forum for this assessment, 

S>.4.7 In light of the above, the Panel finds that therc has been no violation of the ISL 

with regard to the Beijing Laboratory's failure to run negative controls durkg 

the analyses of Mr. Blanco's Samples. 

9,5 Did the Deviation Between the Etio and Andro Values in Mr. Blanco's A and B 
Samples Constitute a Departure from the ISL? 

9.5.1 The Appellant orgues that the differences in the reaults generaled by the Beijing 

Laboratoiy's analyses of Mr, Blanco's A and B Samples constitute a deviation 

from the ISL, because these differences demonstrate that the results are neither 

robust nor reproducible. USADA argues that neither lobustness nor 

rcproduciblli^ are required with regard to Individual test results under the ISL, 

9.5.2 Ëxogenous testosterone is a Non-Threshold Substance, meaning that its mere 

presence in an athlete's sample constltutes an anti-doping violation. fiecause 

testosterone can be generated endogcnously or exogenously, it is the 

conflrmatlon of the exogcnous origin of the testosterone that is the task of IRMS 

testing. The confirmaticn procedure does not endj however, with the 

determlnation that the ëxogenous testosterone is also present in the urine of the 

controlled athlete, WADA Technical Document TD2004EAAS prescribes that 

the results of an IRMS test will be reported as consistent with the ëxogenous 

administration of a steroid when the carbon-lS to carbon-12 value measured for 

the metabolitc(s) ditfers signiflcantly, l,e., by 3 delta units or more, fiom that of 

the chosen ERC. In addltion, the ratio measured for the metabolite must lie 
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below -2896t) of that ERC. Even the Beijing Laboretoiy in applying these 

thresholds worlcs with varying uncertainty faetors in evaluating the results of 

IRMS testing. It is deer, therefore, on the basis of TD2004EAAS that 

thresholds are indeed present and must be taken into account in the IRMS testing 

for the presence of Non-Thieshold Substances. 

9.5.3 The IRMS analysis of Mr. Blanco's A Sample measured its Etio content at -32 

per mil, while the same measurement for his B Sample was -33.9, a difference of 

1.9 units. The difference betwecn Mr. Blanco's 1 lOH - Etio delta / delta value 

was even greater, at 2.5 delta units. The difference between the Andro delta 

values was smaller, at 1 unit, with the difference between the UOH - Andro 

delta / delta values measuring 1.6 delta units. According to the Mr, Blanco these 

values, especially the Etio and the IIH-Etio values fall outside the 

"measurement of tinccrtainty" and constitute a departure from the ISL. This 

position has been refuted by USADA, 

9.5.4 The Panel agrces with USADA that there is no requitement in the ISL that the 

results generated by an IRMS analysis of an athlete's A Sample must lic within a 

certain range of the results generated by the analysis of his B Sample. Indeed. 

with regard to Non-Thfe$hoId Substances as deflned in the ISL 3.2 -

testosterone belng such a Non-Threshold Substance -- the focus of the 

confirmation procedure is upon qualitative aspects rather than quantitative 

dif&rences. This should not imply, however. that quantitative thresholds do not 

play a role in evaluating the results from an IRMS test. ISL 5,4.4,3 deals with 

"estlmates of uncertainty" in the testing of both Non-Threshold Substances and 

Threshold Substances and provides In ISL 5.4,4.3.2.3 with regard to both 

substances that "uncertainty may be fiiithet addressed in Technical Docuracnts 

in order to reflect the putpose of analysis for the specific substances," 

9.5.5 In such situetions of uncertainty, Technical Document TD2004EAAS proposes 

actions which should be requested by the Testing Authority to deal with those 
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cases where "the IRMS study does not readily indicate exogcnous 

adtninistration." Uncertainty is furthermore addresscd in Section 4 of Technical 

Document TD2004EAAS with regard to IRMS tcsting, for exaraple, where the 

assessment of the athlcte's historical steroid profile data is recommended. 

Unfottunately, however, the Technical Document provides no quantitatlve 

parameters for determining when the borderline case has emerged. This 

defioiency was cited in the D&T Case where the panel, supported by the 

testimony of the experts, noted at paragraph 5.56 that in evaluating 

inconsistencies in the IRMS test results "nelther the ISL nor the technical 

documents provide help." 

9.5.6 The problem confionting the athlete, the anti-doping authoiities and any 

adjudicatlve body called upon to resolve a doping dispute is. therefore, the 

absence of quantitatlve parameters eithcr in the ISL, in the relevant technical 

documents or even, as in the case of the Beying Laboratory, in the laboratofy's 

SOPs which might have permitted the Identification of borderline cases resulting 

from IRMS test results. 

9.5.7 In contrast to the Beijing Laboratory's reft)sal to provide the requested Seotion 

YYB-I04 IV(a) in the D&T Case, Mr. Blanco rcccived this entire section fiom 

the Beijing Laboratory before the hearing date. He has, however, apparently 

determined that nothing of relevance relatlng to uncertaintles In evaluating the 

variances in IRMS delta and delta/delta values is contalned thereln. Unlike the 

athletes In the D&T Case wheie the production of the YYB-104 rV(a) document 

was withheld, Mr, Blanco cannot be sald to have been placed at a procedurnl 

disadvantage in hearing hls burden of proof, where the evidence requested is 

cfitical to his defense and the laboratory remains in exclusive control of its 

disclosure. 

9.5.8 Dr. Bowers testified that WADA is concenied with the robustoess of results. 

However, in the view of Dr, Bowers, it has chosen to deal with this requlrement 
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as part of the validation of a laboretory's methods under ISL Section 5.4.4.1 

(Non-Threshold Substances) and ISL Section 5.4.4.2 (Threshold Substances), 

rather than imposc a robustness rcquirement with legard to individual athletes' 

test results. Although the Panel recognizes certain merit in Dr. Bowers' 

statement, it also takes the view that Df, Boweis may be overstating his point. It 

would be entirely illogical for the validation procedures set out in ISL 4.0, which 

involve the determlnation of whedier the laboratory meets the requirements of 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005, to focus exclusively on the date upon which the laboratory 

is granted accreditation. As noted abovc in paragraph 9.4.3, it would also render 

the laboratory's partlcipation in WADA/eccreditation body periodic asscssments 

and re-assessments without meaning and purpose. The Panel takes the view that 

the factors detemiining whether a confirmation method is fit-for-pu[pose must 

continue to be present and maintained at the same qualitative level thtoughout 

the duration of the accreditation. This also includes the application of those 

methods in the evaluation of the individual athlete's test results. 

9.5.9 ISL 5.4.4.2.1, which relates, among other factors, to Öie requirement of 

"robustness" with regard to Non-Threshold Substances such as testosterone 

provides that "[t]he method shall be detewnined to produce similar results with 

respect to minor vacïations in anelytical conditions. Those conditions that are 

critlcal to reproducible results shall bc controUed." After evaluating Mr. 

Blanco's IRMS test results and welghing the opinions of the parties' respective 

experts, the Panel does not take the view that the vaiiances bctween his A 

Sample and B Sample results are of such e nature and dimension as to constitute 

a demonstrated lack of robustness or reproducibility. To this extent, the Panel 

rcjccts the view that the variances cited by Mr. Blanco constitute conditions or 

circurastanoes which place the confimtiation of his A Sample results into 

question. In the view of the Panel, his B Sample analysis has succeeded jn 

confüming the A Sample results. 
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9.5.10 In this regard, the Panel accepts ÖSADA's argument and Dr. Bowers' testimony 

that the doser the measurements of a Sample's Etio and Andro content are to the 

tbresholds set for rcporting a positive test result by WADA Technical Document 

TD2004EAAS, the grcater the concern regarding Üie robustness of the test 

results. Where, a$ in this casej both Samples generate test results for IIOH -

Andro and 11 OH - Etio values approximating 10 delta units (whereas the 

thi-eshold is 3 delta units), and Andro and Etio values of approximately -32 or -

33 units each (whereas the threshold is -28 units), those concerns are 

significantly diminished. 

9.5.11 The Panel further accepts Dr. Bowers' testimony that, if Mr. Blanco's Samples 

had generaled results closer to 3 delta units, instead of the much higher figures, 

he would have been much more concerned about the discrepancies between the 

test results, and potentially would not have recommended öiat USADA charge 

MI. Blanco wlth a doping violation. 

9.5.12 In contrast to the IRMS test results established in the D&T Case, the variances 

determined between Mr. Blanco's A Sample and B Sample test results are 

consistent, are not countervailing in their directlon and intensity, and are clearly 

over the threshold. Mr. Blanco's A Sample Andro value was measured at -32 

delta units and was well below the -28 deha units prescribed in WADA 

Technical Document TD2004EAAS. His B Sample value for Andro came In at -

1 delta unit lower (-33). Similarly low values, although of greater variance, 

were measured for Etio jn Mr. Blanco's A Sample and B Sample: -32 delta units 

for his A Sample; -33.9 delta units for his B Sample, Even taking into account 

an uncertainty factor of+/-1.0, the ratios measured for both substances lie well 

below -2896o. Dr. Bowers confinned a "sraall amount" of concern for variance 

in the Etio value, but given the high concentratlons represented by the values 

deteimined for both substances, he had no doubt that the Samples contained a 

prohibited Substance, 
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9.5.13 With regard to the delta/delta values, even these showed consistency in direction 

and jntensity, all of the values greatly sutpassing the 3 delta unit margin set out 

in WADA Technlcal Document TD2004EAAS and the 4 delta unit margin 

applied by the Beying Laboratory, 

9.5.14 In the D&T Case, the panel was confronted with variances in the delta values 

measured for Mr. Devyatovskiy's testosterone levels, namcly 4.639ÉO in the A 

Sample and 5.0794o in the B Sample. Even Professor Schönzer, the lOC's expert 

witness in that casej consideied them to be "borderline"j os noted by the panel in 

that decision. See X)&T Case, H 5.73. Moreover, the panel held that, given the 

significant variances in the delta values of hls Testosterone, 5-p-androstanediol 

and prcgnanediol values (1.55, 2.32 and 1.99, respectively), the reproducibility 

of these values and their delta-delta values was placed into question, Prof, 

SchHnzer steted that he would not have released these values as positive without 

fiirther investigation into the dthlete's sterold profile. The athlete's steroid 

profile was, however, never provided to the Beying Laboratory and its 

subsequent submission to the panel during the hearing was deemed to be too 

late. 

9.5.15 As noted above. thcre has been no argument that the Beijing Laboratory's SOP 

for the IRMS prooess provides a measurement of uncertainty or Standard 

deviation with regard to Andro and Ëtlo measurements generated during an 

IRMS analysis, Nor has it been argued that there Is a tequitement in the IRMS 

SOP that the results of the B Sample feil within a certain range of the A Sample 

results. Dr. Wang testlfied to the conhwy. There has also been no argument 

that the Beijing Laboratory falled to comply with its own SOPs, and Di'. Wang 

testified that the Laboratory in fact oomplied with the SOPs when analyzing Mr. 

Blanco's Samples. 

9.5.16 Fjnally, the Panel acccpts Dr. Bowers and Dr. Wang's testimony that the 

Standard deviation for the measurement of C25 does not provide a proxy 
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standerd deviation for £tio and Andro measurements because Standard 

deviatioDS are unique to the substance, test and laboratory in question. 

9.5,17 In conclusion and after consideration of the above factors, the Panel is not 

persuaded that the Beijing Laboratoi-y has deviatcd firom the ISL on robustness 

or reproducibility grounds. As a result, having reviewed a(l of the evidence and 

the Parties' respectlve argumentSj the Panel confimu that it is comfortably 

sBtisfied that USADA has establlshed that a doping violation occurred, 

Howcver, the Panel takcs note of, and is sympaöietic to, the Appellant's 

arguments that requiring robustness during the validaüon process and not with 

regard to an athlete's specific test resuhs is somewhat illogical, and that an 

athJete's A and B Sample resuhs should be required to &U wlthin a given 

measurement of uncertainty in order to be considered sufficiently reliable to 

found an AAP, Howevet, this is not what the rules cunently require. 

9.6 Concluding Remyk; 

9.6.1 Mr. Blanco's appeal is therefore denicd, 

9.6.2 As held above, on the specific facts of this case, there are no grounds to 

exonerate the athlete, 

9.6.3 However, It is clear to this Panel that, as Dr. Bowers testificd, good practïce 

requires a laboratory to establish an acceptable range of uncertainty for each 

measurement of each substance that it undertakes, and that at some point a 

discrepanoy between results could be too large for an anti-doplng agency or a 

CAS panel to be comfortably satisfied that an anti-doplng violation has 

occurred. Neither this Panel nor other CAS panels are quallfied to opine on 

what that range of uncertainty mïght be, whether for the measurement of Andro 

and Etio during the IRMS process or for any other measurement. This is the 

task of technicians, and the results of their efforts should be placed in the 

relevant Technlcal Documents as already foreseen in ISL 5.4,4,3,2.3 The Panel 
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wishes to invite WADA to take the findings of this Panel into account, and to 

amend the ISL eithei to formulate such measurements of uncertainty itself or to 

impose a requirement on laboratorles that they foimulate such measurements. 

Evaluating a laboratory's measurements of uncertainty would then form part of 

the accreditation process, both at its inception and thtoughout the term of the 

accteditation, ensuring the ISO and WADA's satisfaction with the robustness of 

the test results generaled by the labotatory, It appears to this Panel that 

incorporating such a requirement into the ISL would increase the reliability of 

test results, and it could avoid the limits of unceitainty evcntually being set by a 

CAS panel dcciding a future appeal of an anti-doping violation.. 

9.6.4 This Panel also shares the AAA Panel's concern with regard to the absence of 

negativo controls in the IRMS analyses of Mr. Blanco's Samples and, more 

pressingly, the absence of a requlrement that negative controls be in place in the 

Beijing Laboratory's SOPs, the ISL, and the WADA and ISO accreditation 

processes. The Panel accepts that not all quality controls are appropriate for all 

tests, However, it bas heard testlmony, and accepts that negative controls are 

appropriate for an IKMS analysis. Again, the Panel invites WADA to provide 

moie guidance as to those controls that are appropriate for ^ e test in question, 

and to requlre laboratorles to use those controls. Fallure to accept this invitation 

may lead CAS panels to fonnulate their own judgment as to the quality control 

processes required with regard to the tests at issue before them. This would, 

again, not be the appropriate solutlon, 

10. COSTS 

10.1 The Panel hes considered USADA's request for costs, While the Panel 1$ 

sympathetio to the fact that the flnancial burden in this case, as in many others, is 

on USADA, itfeels that the protection of the rights of athletes to challenge doping 

vlolatlons is entitled to significant weight. In some cases, the decislon to pursue 

an unsuccessful appeal is rightly met by an award of costs against the athlete. 
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However, in this case, there were reasonable arguments to be made end seiious 

issues to be tried. Mr. Blanco and his team made those arguments diligently and 

rightly dropped those arguments that showed no chance of success after the AAA 

Panel's dccision. Further, Mr. Blanco dld not engage in the bchavior that has 

previously been met with an award of costs, such as acousations of bad faith or 

fraud, or litigation misconduct. 

10,2 USADA's requcst for costs is therefore denied, 
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ON THESE GROUNDS 

The Court of Arbitration for Sport hereby rules: 

1. The appeal filcd by Mr. Alberto Blanco against the Award dated 14 July 2010 
i'endercd by tiie AAA Panel is distnisscd. 

2. Each party bearsitsowncosts. 

3. The present award is rendcrcd without costs, with the exception of the Court office 
fee of CHF 500, paid by the Appellant and to bc retained by the CAS. 

4. Any fljrther claioi is dismissed. 

Lausanne, 1 April 2011 

THE COURT OF ARBITÏIATIQN FOR SPORT 
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